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OF KOREA (1976-1990) IN AN
INPUT-OUTPUT DYNAMIC SIMULATION MODEL
March 1977
This long-term planning model was developed in conjunction
with the Economic Planning Board of Korea and the Korea
Development Institute, and was used by the Bank Basic
Economic Mission to Seoul in 1976. The model simulates
the Korean economy and enables the planner to test the
impact of a given policy or set of policies through the
use of sensitivity analysis.
An important: feature of this study is that it attempts what
might be caLled social cost-benefit analysis at a macro-
economic level. That is, it explores the social costs of
growth as well as the advantages, and thus provides a
framework in which to analyze various policy packages that
are being considered in the Korean development community.
Several genesral conclusions about the future of Korea's
economy have been dtrawn:
1. An annual GDP cgrowth rate of at least 9% will be
necessary over the next decade to insure acceptable
targets in employment and equity.
2. A policy of continued high export growth is both
feasible and necessary for Korea's economy.
3. Income (equity miay deteriorate until 1985, despite
high GDP growth; after 1985, income equity should
improve as the population impact of the "baby boom"
in Korea begins to subside.
The paper's main thrust is that Korea's justifiable quest
for high growth must be tempered by sober consideration
of the social costs entailed in a given policy. Some of
the "costs" mentioned in this study are excessive urbani-
zation, and increased dependence on foreign markets,and
vulnerability to international price changes.
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ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
OF KOREA (1976-1990) IN AN
INPUT-OUTPUT DYNAMIC SIMULATION MODEL
I. INTRODUCTION
1. The growth -of an economy can be compared to the
growth of any living organism. In its growth process,
the economy may occasionally develop ailments due to
external shlocks (such as world market conditions, weather,
or purely non-ecorLomic activities), or due to those
internal actions (such as uncoordinated decisions made by
the household, institutional, or government sectors) which
reflect imperfect knowledge and forethought and, occasionally,
conflicting interests. Ailments might appear in the forms
of inflation, sub-optimal use of resources, unemployment,
poverty, or balance of payments crises. The economist's
role in this context is similar to that of a medical doctor:
to prescribe medicine. Modeling activities resemble labo-
ratory tesl:s: they can be used for diagnosis, and for the
testing of different medicines. Generally, all short and
medium term models are of this type.
2. There also exists another class of model. Just
as medical doctors can recommend salutary living habits,
which promote health and longevity-, so can economists
attempt to set forth rules of economic behavior which
provide a desirable future growth path for the economy,
with a minimum of harm from external and internal dis-
turbances. This is the role (normative in nature) of
planning and policy models: they explore the social and
economic implications of a particular set of policy
decisions. The'Koiea model described here is of this class.
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3. This model was developed to give a planning frame-
work in which to evaluate the Fourth Plan and develop a long
term growth strategy for the country (running through 1990).
As Korea begins the period of the Fourth Five Year Plan
(1977-1981), it will be faced by several clear economic
realities and constraints. The international price of
petroleum and the growth of the Korean population and
labor force make necessary a high rate of economic growth.
This will entail, inter alia, the continuation of its
remarkable performance in exports. Starting virtually
from scratch in the mid-sixties, Korea's exports now
represent billions of dollars a year, and comprise an
increasingly large share of the country's gross domestic
product.
4. Several key questions arise. Can the growth of
Korean exports continue in an increasingly competitive
world market? Will its terms of trade deteriorate? Is
there a "ceiling" in terms of the ratio of exports to gross
domestic product? What rate of growth will be required to
ensure adequate employment, given the increase in Korea's
labor force? What course will income distribution take in
the coming years? Can we measure the "quality" of growth
(i.e. its ability to improve income distribution while at
the same time minimizing social costs such as pollution,
excessive urbanization, and dependence on foreign markets
and resources)? If so, can we use the quality of growth
as a criterion for determining the relative merit of
alternative development strategies?
5. These questions, among others, are currently being
debated among government officials and planners in Korea.
In its abridged version this model has been developed in
collaboration with the Koreans and has been used as the
"model-base" of the Korea IV plan. It is a macroeconomic
planning model which is comprehensive enough to allow the
economist to execute numerous simulations which will test
the effect upon the economy of a given policy or set of
policies.
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II. MODEL STRUCTURE
6. The model was initially developed in collaboration
with the Korean Development Institute and the Economic Plan-
ning Board. Later, it was expanded to explore new policy
variables and long-term development strategies, especially
in areas such as demography and price formation. The choice
of specifications has been constrained by three important
considerations:
- The Korean Third Plan Model Specification;
- The data availability, especially regarding
input/output relations, family budget surveys,
and time series information;
- The purpose of this study, which was to provide
a fram,swork for policy analysis.
7. StructuraLly, the model is composed of various
groupings, or "blocks," of equations: there is a production
block, an employment block, an income distribution block,
and so forth. The computer solves the equation system of
the model in a recursive fashion (that is, it determines all
values for a given year, and then moves on to the next year,
using last year's calculated values as a base). 1973 was
used as the model's base year, hence the projection span
begins in 1974.
8. This chapter begins by highlighting the model's
special features, aind then presents the overall structure
of the model, block by block, in general economic terms.
More detailed analysis can be found in the appendix, under
the title "Model System."
9. The Korea Model has the following special features:
(a) The supply-demand balance for each specific
sector is ensured at 1973 prices.
(b) Pricess are estimated in the model by cost of
production considerations (i.e. long-term
prices trends).
(c) Consumption in the model is income-elastic
and is estimated separately for eachl occupa-
tion, income class, and item. The consumption
effect of changes in relative prices works
through income shifts between different classes.
(d) Income distribution has been made a function of:
i) changes in product prices
ii) factor prices
iii) differential sectoral growth
iv) population growth, and
v) dependency ratios in different occupation
groups and income classes, which, in turn,
are dependent on demographic considerations
and unemployment levels in each sector.
(e) The volume of investment is endogenous in the
model and is a function of domestic and foreign
saving. Investment allocation between sectors
is mostly a policy variable; in a few sectors
it is export demand oriented.
(f) Savings and consumption propensities in the model
are derived from family budget surveys and are
not residual, as they frequently are in National
Income accounts.
(g) The exports in the model are mainly demand
oriented, while imports are requirement oriented.
Ex ante and ex post imports are balanced by
changes in the effective exchange rates.
(h) The wage rate is a function of productivity
growth (long-run) and cost of living and
unemployment (short-run, Phillips curve).
10. To summarize, this is a dynamic input/output model
with a closed loop (i.e. output determines demand and demand
determines output). The main adjustment mechanism between
demand for, and supply of, sectoral outputs is the change
in relative prices, both domestic and foreign. Though the
model is essentially long-term in perspective, it does solve
the equation system for all years, and should not be consi-
dered a terminal period exercise. Results are simulated on
a year-to-year basis, which ensures feasibility as well as
consistency. Feasibility can be checked only by tracing the
path of thie adjustment process.
11. T'he model attempts to combine national income
accounts with input/output accounts and flow of funds (like
Stone's Social Accounting Matrix) 1/ in a simplified frame-
work. In the solution algorithm, it uses iterative methods
to solve a set of non-linear equations (which number nearly
1600).
A. Production Block
12. Production is exogenous in three sectors in the
model: food grains, agriculture (other than food grains),
and mining. Thesea sectors are largely affected by climate
and by 'other non-economic factors, and production estimates
are all made independently by agriculture experts. Incre-
mental production in the other sectors is treated endoge-
nously, and deternined by past investments, assuming different
gestation lags. The adjusted incremental capital output
ratios (ICORs) area estimated from unadjusted ICORs derived
by the KDI and EP]3 in Korea. These basic ICORs were based
on timte series and on project studies.
13. Investments by destination are partly endogenous
and partly determ:ined by policy. Aggregate investment is
determined by total investable funds, which are the aggregate
of domestic and foreign saving. These funds initially are
needed for working capital, replacement investment, and the
growth of agricult:ure and mining. The residue is allocated
to different sectors by exogenous allocation parameters.
These allocation parameters are borrowed from the Korea Plan
in the base run. If any sector's output is to be increased,
either because of increased export targets or increased
domestic requirements, the allocation parameters of that
sector are increased endogenously on a requirement basis.
Investments by source are derived from investments by des-
tination by means of a normalized capital flow matrix
(Table 23a).
1/"A Socia]L Accounting Matrix for 1960"(A Programme for Growth
Series),1962, C'ambridge University, Department of Applied
Economics.
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B. Employment Block
14. Employment in each sector is determined by employ-
ment elasticities in each sector, with respect to changes
in sectoral value added. This assumption, in conjiunction
with the assumption of fixed ICORs, implicitly gives a
production function with increasing substitution of labor
by capital (See Gupta 1/). The employment category has
been divided into wage earners and self-employed. The
self-employed group includes small entrepreneurs who
individually operate their own plants. The employment
elasticities of the self-employed with respect to changes
in sectoral value added are lower than those of the wage
earners. (Thus, growth of output will not be matched by a
commensurate growth in self-employment.) This suggests an
increase in the size of plants over time.
15. The total population and working population have
been estimated exogenously in the model, based on the age
structure of the population in the base period and assuming
certain fertility and mortality rates. The model separately
estimates the base period dependency ratios for the rural
and urban households (from household survey data). The rate
of change of the dependency ratio has been assumed to be the
same in rural and urban areas.
16. Out-migration from rural areas has been estimated
on the basis of an econometric relationship derived from
time series data. The rate of migration has been assumed
to be a function of growth in the non-agriculture sector
with some distributed lag. Farm population has been allowed
to grow at the average national rate, but is reduced yearly
by out-migration to the urban sector.
C. Income Distribution Block
17. The income of the rural sectors (agriculture and
mining) is the income accruing to them net of depreciation,
indirect taxes (including customs duty) and other non-tax
levies. Estimates of the incidence of all these taxes have
been drawn from past observation. The per capita income of
1/ "Income Distribution, Employment and Growth: A Case Study
of Indonesia", World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 212,1975,
page 41.
the rural sectors is derived by dividing the value added
in these sectors by the number of wage earners and self-
employed, after being multiplied by the average dependency
ratios of these sectors. Dependency ratios are made func-
tions of base period dependency ratios, the index of their
change, and the number of unemployed, allocated between
sectors. The logic behind this procedure is that at any
point in timie an unemployed person must be dependent upon
some household, reducing the average income of that house-
hold as derived from the base period dependency ratios.
In this model the unemployed have largely been allocated
to the ruraL sectors and to the urban informal sector, on
the basis of information and experience from other
developing countries.
18. The distribution of the average income of an
occupationa:L class of a given sector is estimated using the
variance derived from the base period data. 1/ In the base
period, a lognormal distribution has been fitted for each
sector and occupation class. Fits are in most cases satisfactory.
19. The average income of the urban wage,earners has
been derived by calculating the changes in the average money
wage level for each class from the base period level. The wage
rates in any period, are dependent on cost of living changes,
the level of- unemployment, and the changes in labor productivity
in each sect:or.
20. The responsiveness of wages to changes in productivity,
cost of liv:ing, and unemployment have been estimated on the fol-
lowing assumptions: wages adjust to changes in the cost of
living with a year lag when unemployment is 5% (i.e. the base
figure) and the time lag increases or decreases depending on
the unemployment rate rising or falling from the base figure.
The elasticity of wage changes for a given productivity change
has been estimated as a policy variable and is based upon past
observation, as well as consultation with the EPB of Korea.
Real wage changes f'or the rural sectors and urban sectors are
derived by deflation, using corresponding cost of living changes.
The average level of income for urban wage earners is derived
in the same way as for the rural sector.
1/ See Irma Adelman and Sherman Robinson, Income Distribution
Policy in the Developing Countries: A Case Study of Korea,
forthcoming: Stanford University Press and Oxford Univer-
sity Presss.
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21. The income of the self-employed in the urban sectors
is determined by subtracting from the total net vatlue added
in each sector of urban origin the payments made to the wage
earners. By rough approximation it is assumed theat the rural
sector is exclusively identified with agriculture and mining,
and that all the remaining sectors belong to the urban group.
22. After full employment is reached, the "use" of labor
is economized among the self-employed in the services, trade,
and agriculture sectors. This is based on the rationale that
the base period employment parameters in these sectors contained
disguised idle manpower.
D. Consumption and Savings Block
23. Domestic savings in the model have been divided into
four parts:
- Household savings;
- Corporate savings;
'Government savings;
Additional savings, either in the household
or the government sectors.
Household saving is the sum of savings generated by households
in different income classes and in different occupations. The
savings propensity in any sector is a function of real disposable
income on a per capita basis. Thus, total househoLd savings
have been made a function of the sectoral composition of incomes,
the incidence distribution of all taxes, the age structure of
the population, and the dependency ratios in different occu-
pations and income classes. Government saving is defined as
the difference between government revenue and government con-
sumption. Corporate saving has been made a function of corpo-
rate growth in general, and of export growth in particular.
Equations pertaining to private savings, total savings, and
foreign savings are all definitional identities.
-9-
Public Finance
24. Receipts from direct and indirect taxes have been
estimated on an average basis. For direct taxes separate
rates have been estimated for different income levels and
for different occupations. For indirect taxes, separate
rates apply to different commodities. Customs duties are
also levied at diEferent rates on different imported items.
Non-tax revenues and tax receipts for local taxes, inheritance
tax, monopoly gains and so forth, are exogenous in the model.
The growth of government consumption has been made a policy
variable and the composition of its consumption basket is
exogenous.
Price
25. Price is endogenous in the model. The sectoral
price equation is estimated on a "cost mark-up" principle
and is based on 1970 intermediate input coefficients and
on changes in cap:ital/labor relations and import/gross
output relationsq, as well as changes in factor and external
prices. It has the following components:
Wage cost
Capital cost
Cost of imported intermediate goods
- Indirect tax rate
Cost changes due to changes in productivity
(technology)
Changes in the cost of imported intermediate
goods due to changes in exchange rates and
tarifis.
26. rhese-six components are the basis for sectoral
gross output prices. The GDP deflator (the net value price)
is equivalesnt to the average of gross output prices weighted
by the final demand elements of any period. Changes in
technology affect prices through changes in real wages,
rates of resturn orn capital, and the weights by which the
primary inputs are combined (i.e. labor/capital ratios).
These technology changes in the model operate through changes
- 10 -
in ICORs and changes in employment elasticities. TIhe effect
of import substitution operates through import/output ratios
(acting as weights) and changes in exchange rates.
27. The cost of living index of any relevant income group
is the weighted price of the relevant consumption basket of
that group. Export and import prices in dollars are exogenous,
and domestic c.i.f. prices are adjusted by the exchange rate
changes.
Export/Import Sectors
28. Exports are exogenous in the model. This is to say,
it is assumed implicitly that export is "demand determined"
and is based on demand in the external markets. Imports in
the model have been estimated as follows:
- Imports are estimated on the basis of a residual
flow approach, i.e. any shortage of demand,
domestic or foreign, is met by imports.
- Import demand is based on the base year average
import propensities of the intermediate and
capital goods sectors (propensities determined
by the technology in use),and of the consumption
sector (which will be largely behavioral).
- Ex ante import demands in each year are estimated
on the basis of the ratio of last year's imports
to total demand.
29. There is a rationale for having three different
approaches to import determination. Ex post imports are
determined by the residual flow method, which gives a con-
sistent equilibrium position. The last period's import
coefficients refer to ex post (realized) parameters for
the present year. Hence, a deviation from last year's para-
meters will represent the import substitution achieved for
this year. The model has a "floor" (minimum non-competitive
level) for imports based on technology factors. Any level
of imports below this is impossible. On behavioral grounds,
there must be some price mechanism operating to make this
import substitution feasible. Changes in the effective
exchange rate operate as the equilibrium mechanism. Base
period parameters are also used to get an overall idea of
the total import substitution achieved over the whole pro-
jection period. Non-competitive imports have been calculated
on the basis of a non-competitive import matrix, derived from
the 1970 input-output table.
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E. Capital Accounts Block
30. The current account balance of the model has been
estimated from the capital account side: it is the sum of
net official and unofficial capital inflows and changes in
reserves. It is affected largely by commitment, disburse-
ment, and amortization patterns of foreign loans, in additior
to other capital transactions.
31. The resource balance is equivalent to the current
account balance, adjusted for net factor services payment
and net'transfers-. It is matched by imports, net of exports,
in current dollars. The resource balance in constant local
currency is estimated by deflating the current resource
balance by import price deflators (c.i.f.) and adjusted
further by terms of trade changes between the base year
and the current year.
Mpm - Epe = A
M - EPe = A/pm
M - E - E (P- - 1) = A/pm
pm
M - E = A/pm + E (Pe - 1)
M = Imports at constant price
E = Exports at constant price
pe Export price index
pm Import price index
A = Current price resource balance
- 12 -
F. The Flow Chart
32. Table II.1 gives a simplified version of the flow
relationships among the different economic activities in
the model. The capital stock (KT) and the supply of labor
(LABFOR) determine the production level (GROSS OUTIPUT)
under a given set of technological conditions (input-output
matrix and production function) in any period. Because the
model is based on fixed capital/output relationships, the
level of production activities at a given period may or may
not absorb the whole labor force (LABFOR). The result -
unemployment (LABUNM) - is given in the chart. The value
of gross output net of intermediate payments is distributed
between factors through the factor market (FACMAKT), and
enters as income in the household, corporate, and government
sectors.
33. These sectors spend part of this income (CONS) and
save the rest (HS, CS, GS). The sum of these savings repre-
sents total domestic savings. Foreign saving equals the net
import surplus of the country. Cumulatively, these savings
finance the total investment of the country (INV). The total
supply of goods and services of the country (DOMSUPPLY) consti-
tute domestic output (gross) and imports (MT). The total
demand matching this supply (at prevailing market prices)
consists of consumption (CONS), investment (INV), and exports
(EXP). The import surplus represents the difference between
imports and exports. The capital stock of the next: period
(KT1) is the sum of the current period's capital stock plus
the net investment of this period. The total labor force
(LABFOR) is estimated from population growth, age structure,
and participation rates.
III. A NOTE ON THE DATA BASE
34. The sector classification scheme- of the model is
more detailed than that used for the Fourth Korea Plan:
the Plan contains eleven sectors, while this model contains
seventeen. These sectors are aggregated from a 53-sector
inter-industry table for 1970, which presents both a domestic
and an import coefficient matrix. In addition, we have used
a capital flow coefficient matrix computed by the Korea Devel-
opment Institute; this matrix was derived from a 1968 wealth
survey and subsequently was revised on the basis of a 1974
survey.
TABLE II.1
Simplified Flow Chart of the Model Relations
(Notation see next page
TIME I
A ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A-'\
L %-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
FW-~~~~~~~~~~PA CK 11 J
A -- >+ 1 > 
, , . ., . .. ) .. .. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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KT = Capital Stock
PRODFUC = Production function
INP-OUT MATRIX= Input-Output matrix
DOM SUPPLY = Domestic Supply
CONS = Consumption, private and public
INV = Investment (Gross)
EXP - Exports
MT = Imports
FS = Foreign Saving
EX CAP MARKET = External Capital Market
HS - Household Saving
CS = Corporate Saving
GS - Government Saving
FAC MAKT = Factor Market
HOI - Household Income
CI - Corporate Income
GI = Government Income
POP = Population
AGE PART = Age structure and participation
rates
LAB FOR = Labor force
LAB UNM = Unemployment
- 15 -
35. The incremental capital output ratios are derived
mainly from two sources: the static input-ouatput terminal
period model built by Roger Norton and Kim Myun Hyung and
the Fourth Korea Plan simulation model perfected by S. Gupta
and S. Song in collaboration with the Economic Planning Board
of Korea. Both of these sets of coefficients are based on
the 1968 wealth survey referred to above, and on sectoral
and project information on investment and generation of new
capacity. However, the second set of coefficients is seen
to be unrealistically low when compared with the past, so
we confined ourselves to the first set of coefficients.
For example, between 1964 and 1975 the capital/output ratios
with a one year lag ranged from 1.2 to 4.511, at 1975 prices.
This represents an average of 2.8 over the whole period. In
the Plan an unlagged capital/output ratio of 2.9 has been
adopted. In our assessment, though, even the range 2.8-2.9
seems low. There are two reasons for this. First, it
assumes that the ratio of replacement investment to total
investment will remain unchanged in future from the ratio
observed during 1964-1975. This assumption underestimates
the requirement for replacement investments in the future,
(when more than 80% of capital will be new, or installed
during the last decade). Second, the proportion of inven-
tory holclings is likely to increase for a country whose
foreign trade sector will double as a share of the whole
economy civer fifteen years. Further, detailed scrutiny
shows that a large number of ICORs are based on very opti-
mistic expectations about improving capital .efficiency in
many sect:ors over the next plan period.
36. EBefore we could use these capital/output ratios in
the model, however, an adjustment was needed for incorpora-
ting the gestation lags between the investments and the
outputs. Different gestation lags have been assumed for
different: sectors (see Table 13a) and have been estimated
from project information in Korea and from international
comparison. If ICOR (-1) represents ICOR with one year
gestation and ICOR (-n) represents ICOR with 'n' period
gestation, then:
ICOR (n) = ICOR (-l)/(l+r)n-
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where 'r' is the rate of growth of investment in that
sector over the period. Over the projected period, an
average of 9.5% per annum growth of investment has been
assumed in the model. The ex post aggregate ICORs (with
one year lag) have been estimated in this model (based on
the sectoral ICORs) in order to compare them with the
historical benchmark ICORs based on past national income
tables.
37. The employment elasticities have been estimated
in collaboration with the Economic Planning Board and, in
broad aggregates, they are almost the same as those of the
Plan. They are also fairly close, in comparison, to past
time series data. An exact comparison is difficult, though,
because the model values are more disaggregated, and because
annual time series observations are affected by short-term
economic fluctuations. The aggregate employment elasticities
for the economy range from .211 to .867 over the sample
period (1964-1975). Aggregating over the whole period the
estimated elasticity is .386, very close to the 1981-1990
(.324). In the Plan, the average employment elasticity
is .369.
38. The working capital matrix (table 24a) has been
estimated from the 1973 table and has been regarded as
diagonal. This is a fairly strong assumption, but a
necessary one in the absence of more detailed information.
39. Four different savings propensities are estimated
for four separate classes and for each occupation (Table 14a).
The ratio of self-employed to wage earners (Table 16a) has
been estimated from Adelman's model on Korea. 1/ Numbers
of wage earners and self-employed are estimated from these
ratios and from the distribution of sectoral labor force
for the year 1973, as given by the KDI.
40. Total population and working population have been
estimated by the Bank mission team. The-lag variance of
income for each occupation class is derived from Adelman's
study on Korea. The composition of the government sector's
consumption is based on the percentage of government con-
sumption in the 1973 input-output table. Direct tax rates
1/ Adelman and Robinson, forthcoming, op.cit.
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for households are borrowed from the 1974 family budget
survey and changed exogenously over the projected period
from Plain information. The same is applicable for customs
duties. Other revenue items are assumed to be the same as
in the P'lan until 1981, and are exogenous thereafter. The
investment allocation for each sector, especially manufac-
turing, is derived from Plan information and from the
detailedl work done by the mission members.
41. Exports were estimated exogenously in the model
by the mission experts. Separate simulations have been
done with alternative growth rates. Price projections in
the world market for Korean tradable goods assume a 5%
inflation rate.
42. The model estimates the number of people below the
minimum standard of living, defined as the income level
below whLich minimum nutritional needs cannot be met. Mini-
mum nutritional needs have been derived from a 1974 household
survey conducted by the Bank's Korea division. By using
the 1974L retail price series for commodities, estimated by
Messrs. S. H. Kim and D. Kim, the cutoff point below which
minimum nutritional needs cannot be met is calculated to be
61,000 won for the urban sector, and 55,824 won for the
rural sector. In the base year, 1974, the total number
of people below the minimum nutrition line was 3.77 million;
in 1976, our model estimates the number to be 3.02 million.
IV. FINDINGS
43. Every development strategy entails social benefits
and costs: hence, one or more implicit trade-offs will exist.
Choosing these trade-offs in a given policy package is the
essence of planning, and the good planner considers the
widest possible range of policy options that fall within
the realm of the feasible. The "choice-range" in the
immediate future (in some sectors even for two to three
years) is much restricted by past actions. For example,
the growth pattern of the early years of the Fourth Plan
is largely ordained by investments already made in the
Third Plan. This fact has narrowed down the range of
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alternatives further in the immediate future. At the same
time, it emphasizes the importance of knowing the long-
term implications of an economic decision taken today.
A. Alternative Growth Paths
44. Of the many alternatives considered, ten are
reported in this paper to bring out the broad development
choices facing the country. The ten alternatives differ
on the basis of four different assumptions regarding
exogenous variables and two different assumptions about
policy variables. The four exogenous variables are
a) exports; b) aid commitments and net private capital
inflow; c) world price movements and d) population growth.
The two policy variables are tax policy and wage policy.
Alter- Export Savings Terms of Population Wage Tax
native Growth Rate Trade Growth Rates Progressivity
1 M M POS L .8 P + T
2 M L POS L .8 P + T
3 H M POS L .8 P + T
4 H L POS L .8 P + T
5 L M POS L .8 P + T
6 M M POS H .8 P + T
7 M M POS L 1.2 P + T
8 M L 0 L .8 P + T
9 M M POS L .8 PRT
10 M LL POS L .8 P + T
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45. To be more precise, three alternative levels of
export growth haLve been assumed between 1981 and 1990.
Between 1L976 ancL 1981, the Plan growth rate of exports
has been assumecL in all the alternative runs. The three
average alternative growth rates of exports between 1976
and 1990 are: a) 19.3%(H); b) 16.6%(M) and c) 14.6%(L).
46. As for foreign savings, three alternative levels
are assumed: a) a very low foreign savings of .001% of
GNP in 1981 and -. 009% in 1990 (LL); b) a low foreign
savings of 1.3% of GNP in 1981 and -. 01 in 1990 (L) and
c) a medium foreign savings of 3.9% in 1981 and zero in
1990 (M).
47. The terms of trade are assumed either to remain
at their 1975 level (0), or to remain at the level which
existed in 1976 (after a rise from the 1975 level). There
are two population growth rates: a) that assumed in the
mission estimates (see table 22A), and b) 2% p.a. after 1981.
48. Wage rates are assumed to be dependent upon:
changes in productivity, changes in cost of living, and
unemployment rates. Two major alternative wage policies
have been assumed: a) wage rates will change as 80% of
the changes in :Labor productivity; b) wage rates will
change as 120% of the changes in labor productivity.
49. Last, experiments have been made with two alterna-
tive tax structures, changing only the direct tax rates;
a) Inheritance,, capital gains and local taxes have been
assumed as in the Fourth Plan, with steady growth after 1981
(P); b) Income and corporate taxes, indirect (sales) taxes,
net of subsidies, and tariff rates are assumed to remain
the same in each sector, though their levels are adjusted
to match the actual levels in 1976 (T). Direct tax rates
in one alternat:ive have been made highly progressive, by
imposing them only on the rich, at a rate which will keep
the total direct tax revenue of the government almost un-
changed (PAT), as in the other alternative. In the other
alternative, they have been distributed among all income
classes as they were in 1974.
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50. Table 1 gives growth differences over time. It
is evident that the main divergence does not start until
after 1981. The highest growth rate is achieved by alter-
natives (3) and (7) and the lowest by (8). To move from
a low growth rate to a high one, there must be an increase
in wages, capital inflow, or exports. Let us now examine
the costs and benefits of this move from a low growth path
to a high one.
51. From the benefits side, high growth improves the
employment situation. It reduces income inequality both
in terms of the Gini coefficient and in terms of the per-
centage of income going to the lowest 40% of the population
(see Table 20), and it reduces the number of people who
cannot maintain a minimum nutritional level. Table 3
depicts the contrast between the high and low growth
strategies. -In the higher growth case the fall in the
number of people below the minimum living standard is
instantaneous, but inequality continues to worsen until 1986.
52. The social cost, however, is quite heavy. Higher
growth will increase a) the degree of urbanization (urban
population as a proportion of total population), b) the
country's dependence on imported food and energy, and
c) domestic prices. Moreover, it will increase the depen-
dence of manufacturing on export demand from 44% in the low
growth case to 70% in the high growth case. (See Table 4).
Last, the debt service ratio (debt service/exports) will go
up considerably, from 1.7% to 8.0%.
53. These are only a few illustrative costs and benefits
of the two extreme alternative growth strategies expressed
graphically in Table 3 and 4. The effects of higher urba-
nization, the larger dependence on food imports and greater
pressure on the labor market might result in a decline in
export competitiveness, and in higher instability as a
result of dependence on the uncertain world market, a need
for higher inventory holdings, and a higher debt service
commitment, as well as the obvious social problems of health
and housing. Also, the question of the feasibility of the
high export target will become very important.
54. To summarize, within this narrow margin of alterna-
tive scenarios, the "benefit-cost" trade-off becomes conspi-
cuous. Assuming that both the scenarios are feasible, a
compromise is reached in Run No. 1. Accordingly, this run
has been chosen as a base run.
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B. The Base Run
55. We divide the future long-range development of
Korea into three five-year intervals: The Fourth Plan
(1976-1981), the Fifth Plan (1981-1986), and the Sixth
Plan (1986-1991). The long-range development of this
period started with two distinct shocks: the baby boom
following the Korean War and the oil crisis, with a very
adverse effect on the terms of trade between 1973-74.
56. The base run (alternative 1) is given in Output
Table 11. and its salient features are presented in Output
Table 5. The latter shows that given a GNP growth rate
of 9.4% per annum (1976-1990), the savings constraint
(aggravated by the oil crisis and its adverse terms of
trade effect) will vanish during the latter part of the
Fifth Plan, but the impact of the baby boom, which aggra-
vates unemployment, will continue until 1988-1989. This
is mainly explained by the disparate growth rates of popu-
lation and working population. Indeed, only when working
population growth comes down from 3.0% to 2.4% per annum,
does an amelioration in the problem of unemployment occur.
The mid-term period of the Fourth Plan would indeed be the
worst, in terms of unemployment and, more so, in terms of
the number of people below the minimum nutrition line and
the relative income distribution in the community (See
Table 11 and Table 5).
57. The structural changes between 1976 and 1990 are
considerable,as is shown in Table 2,but not atypical of
the past. Value added in the primary sectors fell, and
that of the manufacturing sector rose, as a percentage of
GNP, whi:le the service sector more or less maintained its
share. The demand elasticities of agriculture, including
mining, are as high as .75, whereas the elasticity of
sectoral output with respect to changes in GNP is hardly .347.
This demonstrates the dependence of agricultural growth
upon imports.
58. Gross output proportions are given in the same
table under (b). This table and Table 16 show that value
added components are lowest in manufacturing and highest
in agriculture, and the value added component of manufac-
turing as a whole has not increased over time. Hence, any
claim thaLt manufacturing is undergoing a technological im-
provement in terims of "a fabrication effort" has not been
supported. by our findings.
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59. Table 2 (c) and (d) show the changes in the
composition of exports and imports. In the aggregate,
the export of services increases marginally as a share
of total exports, manufacturing exports remain thte same,
and agricultural exports clearly decline. The paLttern
does not significantly change with regard to imports.
Thus, to summarize, neither the structure of net outputs,
nor the level of gross outputs, nor the composition of
exports and imports undergo dramatic changes.
60. Table 14 gives sectoral exports and imports as a
percentage of gross output and demnand between 1977, 1981
and 1990, with separate estimates for food grains. Two
salient features emerge from this table:
- As a percentage of gross output and demand,
imports of food grains nearly triple between
1976 and 1990, and manufacturing increases by
150%.
- As a percentage of manufacturing output,
manufacturing exports increase by 50%
between 1976 and 1990. This very high
proportion shows the extent of manufacturing
dependence on world markets.
To sum up, Table 14 brings out the implications of structural
changes more vividly than the table giving the output and
export/import compositions (Table 2).
61. At this stage, an attempt is made to examine the
role of import substitution in Korea. In a country where
exports are increasing so fast, the conventional problem
of reducing the import to demand ratio is not a relevant
issue. Indeed, the proportion of demand met by imports
increases from 21% in 1977 to 39% in 1990. However, the
appropriate policies differ between sectors. In certain
sectors where the distribution of factor endowments is
skewed, domestic producers of intermediate goods would
be unable to compete with imports. Foreign exchange to
finance these necessary imports must be generated by
exports of other sectors, which must themselves undertake
import substitution if the foreign exchange savings are
to grow fast enough. On this basis, in Table 15 we
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normalizedl import increases and tried to identify positive
and negative import substitution in different sectors. We
noticed (as expected) that import substitution is highest
in heavy manufacturing (nearly 36%) and negative in agri-
culture, including mining (nearly 10%).
C. Growth and Equity
62. T'wo different aspects of equity have been explored:
the number of people below the minimum nutritional level,
and relative income distribution. Relative income distribu-
tion has been measured either by the Gini coefficient or as
the percentage of income going to different deciles of the
population.
63. T'able 6 gives the sectoral composition, in the base
run, of the share of the population below the minimum stan-
dard of living (for years 1976, 1981, and 1990). The total
number fell from 3.02 million in 1976 to 2.61 million in 1990.
The percentage composition in the rural sector (agriculture
and mining) fell from nearly 40% to zero over this period.
By 1990, poverty will be confined exclusively to the urban
sector,.but this finding should be interpreted carefully.
The non-agricultural population is identified here as urban,
although some of it will remain in the villages. In the
urban sector, poverty is distributed among both the wage-
earners and the self-employed. The percentage composition
of the seLf-employed poor increases over time, although in
absolute terms more poverty is found among the wage-earners.
Going into more detail, the population below the minimum
standard of living is mostly concentrated among the wage-
earners in textile fabrics, leather, and other manufacturing,
and among self-employed in the transport, construction, and
services sectors.
64. Table 7 gives the percentage of income among the
bottom 40% of the population in the years 1976, 1981, 1986,
and 1990. The percentage falls until 1986, after which it
rises. 1986 is also the year when unemployment will start
falling sharply and will vanish entirely by 1988-89. Unem-
ployed people mostly appear in the model as underemployed
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in the unskilled "low technology," "low productivity" jobs.
When the labor market tightens, these jobs become unprofit-
able and slowly disappear. This is the stage where poverty
declines rapidly.
65. The share of income possessed by the middle income
class has remained fairly constant. This indicates that it
is the income shift from the very poor to the very rich which,
initially, worsens relative income distribution.
66. Relative income distribution in the rural and urban
sectors and the aggregate economy has been presented in three
histograms, given in Tables 8, 9, and 10. Along the x-axis
the deciles of population are presented, and along the y-axis
the mean income. The shaded areas show the percentage change
in mean income in a given decile between 1976 and 1990 (the
upper line stepwise shows the 1990 mean income, and the lower
one the 1976 mean income). It is evident that income distri-
bution, both in rural and urban areas, is becoming increasingly
unequal between 1976 and 1990. The percentage increase of
average income in the higher decile is higher than in the
lower decile. Also the increase in inequality is greater
in urban areas than in rural areas. Furthermore, the dif-
ference between the aggregate mean income in rural. and urban
areas is 3 to 4 times greater in 1990 than in 1976. Thus,
the increase in income inequality between 1976 and 1990 is
due both to intra-sectoral differences and to disparities
between the rural and urban sectors.
67. This same result is corroborated by the following
Gini table:
1976 1981 1986 1990
Rural .2424 .2498 .2620 .2773
Urban .4155 .4317 .4528 .4253
Total .3873 .4144 .4451 .4314
It is evident that, after 1986, income inequality starts to
diminish. This is mainly due to the fact that disguised
unemployment declines after 1986 mainly in the urban sector
where it was largely concentrated.
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The Relationship Between Growth and Equity (expressed as a
concentration coefficient or as the income share of the bottom
40 percent)
68. Table 1 gives annual average growth rates between
1976 and 1990 along the x-axis, and the Gini coefficient along
the y-axis. Brackets in the coordinates give the alternative
run numbers. The negative slope shows that wherever growth
increases, inequality invariably goes down. This means that
rates of, growth and equity are positively related. The rank
correlation coefficient between growth and income inequality
is -. 840.
69. In Table 19, similar growth rates are expressed along
the x-axis, and l:he percentage of income of the bottom 40%
along the y-axis.. Again, the rank correlation coefficient
is as high as +.817. But when equity is related to the stage
of develoipment, expressed in terms of per capita income, we
observe an inverse relationship (i.e. a trade-off) between
per capita income and income equity, until a critical level
of per capita income is reached. Beyond this point, income
equity increases with every increase in per capita income
(Table 3). This corroborates the Kuznets hypothesis. 1/
This per capita income turning point in Korea is $1000 at
1975 prices, or nearly $600 at 1973 prices.
D. A Few Sensitivities
70. An atterapt was made to examine the sensitivity of
GNP growth to changes in the exogenous and policy variables
in the model. A 100% increase in exports seems to generate
a 34% increase in growth, when such growth is measured as
incremental GNP and increment in value added in the export
sector. Conceptually, exports can add to growth in output
a) by increasing demand, when supply is perfectly elastic;
b) through terms of trade gains, when they add to investible
resources; c) by allowing scarce resources such as capital
to be conserved, when growth is constrained by a shortage
of saving, and the export sector is less capital-intensive
1/ S. Kuznets, 'Economic Growth and Income Inequality",
American Economic Review (45) March 1955.
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or, d) similarly, by allowing imports to be reduced when
growth is constrained by foreign exchange and exports are
less import-intensive; e) finally, by using labor more
efficiently, in a labor-scarce economy where exports are
less labor-intensive than other products.
71. In the present model, Korea is assumed to be a
savings-constrained economy, with full employment of the
initial capital stock. Hence, exports in this case have
contributed to growth through (b) favorable terms of trade
and (c) export production being relatively less capital-
intensive than the import substituting sectors.
72. However, by calculating the sensitivity of GNP
growth to export changes without a gestation lag, the
export multiplier has been underestimated. Basically,
such an exercise approaches the problem in a static sense,
since it ignores the dynamics of comparative advantage in
international trade. Hence, the result should be read with
proper caution.
73. In another attempt, the rate of wage and tax policy
vis-a-vis growth and equity is explored. The effect of a
higher wage rate policy than that of the base run is sum-
marized as follows:
Alternative 1976 1981 1986 1990
Base (1)
GNP (billion won) 10349 15987 24669 36417
GINI .387 .414 .445 .431
No.below minimum 3.02 2.79 4.94 2.61
nutritional level
(millions)
Higher Wage (7)
GNP(billion won) 10349 16067 24830 37232
GINI .388 .418 .453 .421
No.below minimum 3.02 2.70 4.90 2.0
nutritional level
(millions)
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It is evident that higher wages not only reduce poverty
and income inequality in the long run, but also improve
growth (though only marginally). The constraint in using
the wage policy, however, comes from resulting price
increases, which endanger export competitiveness. In
the base case, t:he price (GNP) deflator is 224 and in
the high wage case it is 240 (1975 = 100). Presumably,
wage earners have a higher savings propensity than the
self-employed; hence, a higher wage policy means a
higher savings mobilization in the economy at large
and higher growth. At the same time, a higher wage
level lifts wage earners from below the minimum nutri-
tion line in low-wage sectors like textiles and other
manufacturing.
74. In regard to tax policy, we tried to examine
the effect of a progressive tax rate on growth and equity.
Hence:
Alternative 1976 1981 1986 1990
Progressive Tax Case (9)
GNP (billion won) 10349 15839 24303 35804
GINI .387 .414 .446 .424
Bottom 40% 18.1 16.33 13.79 14.99
No.below minimum 3.02 2.9 4.90 2.50
nutritional level
(millions)
E. Conclusion
75. Given t.he legacy of a baby boom, and given the
high price of petroleum, Korea needs to grow fast and
needs to mobilize more saving, both domestic and foreign.
Most domestic saving, however, should come from the cor-
porate sector (whose share of GNP is increasing very fast-
see Tables 12 and 17), and from the government sector:
higher foreign borrowing is not a severe constraint if
exports can grow at 14 percent a year or above. Korea
will have to prepare itself, however, for the social costs
of higher growth: urbanization; import dependence on
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basic commodities; vulnerability to world market tncertainty;
and the pressure on labor and labor costs by the end of this
decade. One may be tempted to tone down a high growth policy
by the use of income redistribution measures, and by not
basing growth solely upon a very high rate of export growth
(which in the long run may not be feasible). A GNP growth
rate of approximately 9.0%, and an export growth rate of
14-15%, in the long run, seem to be a rational cornbination.
76. It is evident in comparing the alternative scenarios
that through a redistributive tax measure, relative and abso-
lute income distribution can be improved, but with some sacri-
fice of growth. This is the point where growth and equity
conflict. To summarize our findings regarding growth and
equity: (a) equity declines as per capita income increases,
until a minimum per capita income is reached. Beyond this
point, equity and per capita income are positively related.
(b) higher rates of growth lead to greater equity, assuming
a neutral tax policy. (c) better distribution leads to
lower growth in a positive redistribution fiscal policy. 1/
1/ All these findings conform to those of our previous study
on Indonesia. See "Income Distribution, Employment and
Growth, A Case Study of Indonesia," op.cit.
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TABLE 1
-(3)+(7)
36400 (5))(9)
24000
, F
0
0
15990
z
Growth Rates 1976-1990
10349 3981 9.66 l____________ . 94. 89.
5. 9.2
6. 9.36
7. 9.6
8. 7.8
9. 9.31
10. 8.6
1976 1981 1986 1990
Time
World Bank-17259
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TABLE 2
Percent composition of: Agriculture, Manufacturing and Services: clockwise to:
a) GNP
Growth per.
1977 1990 1977-1990
36.6
28.6
21.0 Agri. 3.3
21 0 9.7 < Manf. 11.1
Ser. 10.2
\v -T. 9.5
50.4 53.7
b) GROSS OUTPUT
55.8
48.8 Agri. 3.3
13.7
6.0 Manf. 11.1
4 1 9 4 6Ser. 10 .2
T. 10.0
37.5 38~2
} IEXPORTS
Agri. 12.4
83.1
5.4 841 3.6 Manf. 15.9
Ser. 18.2
10.5
T. 1.
d) IMPORTS
26.9
23.1 Agri. 13.8
Manf. 15.6
3.5 IP 2.7 Ser. 12.9
74.2 T. 15
69.6
World Bank-17262
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Table 3
GROWTH PROSPECTS AND BENEFITS OF GROWTH
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Table 5
BASE RUN: LONG TERM GROWTH PERSPECTIVE (1976-1990):
IMPACT OF BABY BOOM AND OIL CRISIS
FOURTH PLAN FIFTH PLAN SIXTH PLAN
30
20
10
I , 11I I ! \ I I 
1976 1981 1986 1990
TIME\
FS.
World Bank-16766
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TABLE 6
Number of people below min. nutritional level and thier occupation composition:
CLOCKWISE
1976 1981 1990
39.7 29.2
4> -\zN ~ ~13.0 20.7
9.8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 5.
50.5 56.8
2.02 m 2.79 m 2.61 m
LullRural L ] Urban, non-wage m Urban, wage
Corresponding to Model Sector classification
Occupation 1976 1981 1990
1. Rural 2 2 2
2. Urban Non-wage 14 14 15, 17
3. Urban wage 8, 12, 17 8, 17 8
World Bank-17260
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TABLE 7
Income Distribution in Percentile Groups of Population, 1976-1990.
1976 1981
18.1 A6=
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1986 1990
36.7 3.
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m Top 20%
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TABLE 11
MAJOR MACRO VARIABLE ALTERNATES
Variable Nos. Growth Rate Growth Rate Growth Rate
NAME 1976 1981 1986 1990 1976-81 1981-90 1976-1990
A. GNP
1. GNP (Aggr) 10349 15987 24669 36417 9.08 9.58 9.4
2. i. Agri.% 22 16.9 12.7 9.7 3.5 3.0 3.2
ii. Manufacture % 27.6 32.9 35.1 36.6 11.3 10.9 11.6
iii. Services % 50.4 50.2 52.2 53.7 9.0 10.4 9.9
3. Per Capita Income $ 594 841 1159 1614
4. Bottom 40% 18.1 16.3 13.9 14.7
5. Top 20% 46.4 48.2 49.4 48.7
6. Poverty 3.02 2.79 4.94 2.61
7. GINI .387 .414 .445 .431
8. Bottom 20 6.59 5.70 3.96 4.61
B. CONSUMPTION
1. Aggregate 8168 12350 18174 25844 8.6 8.6 9.3
2. Private 6776 9703 13912 19602
3. Government 1392 2647 4264 6242 0
4. Food grains 1146 1403 1653 1962 4.1 3.8 3.9
C. INVESTMENT
1. Aggregate 2952 4648 8196 12041
2. Composition
i. Agriculture 5.6 7.3 5.5 4.2 9.5 11.1
ii. Manufacture 29.9 29.5 30.4 30.8
iii. Services 64.5 63.2 64.1 65.0
iv. ICOR 3.14 3.24 3.25
D. SAVI.NGS
1. Aggregate
i. F.S. 491 616 879 36
ii. D.S. 2272 3915 7042 11210
a) Private 1534 2776 5159 8247
b) Public 738 1139 1883 2963
c) MSR (29.1) (35.0) (35.5)
Table 11. page 2
Variable Nos. Growth Rate Growth Rate Growth Rate
NAME 1976 1981 1986 1990 1976-81 1981-90 1976-1990
E. EXPORTS
1. Aggregate 3630 8488 17827 31180 18.5 15.6 16.6
2. Composition
i. Agriculture 6.13.6 3.6 J .. 6
ii. Manufacture 83.1 83.1 83.1 83.1
iii. Services 10.8 13.3 13.3 13.3
F. IMPORTS
1. Aggregate 4309 9220 18981 32010 16.4 14.9 15.4
2. Agriculture % 26.8 24.5 22.6 23.1
3. Manufacture % 68.9 69.1 71.0 72.3
4. Services % 4.3 6.4 6.4 4.6
G. DEMOGRAPHY
1. Population 35.9 39.2 43.886 46.5 1.77 1.92 1.86
2. Working Force 12.7 14.9 17.210 18.9 3.25 2.68 2.88
H. EMPLOYMENT
1. Aggregate 12.2 14.3 17.080 18.9 3.37 3.1 3.2
2. Sectoral
i. Agriculture 5.5 5.6 5.733 5.8 .4 .4 .4
ii. Manufacturing 2.5 3.3 4.238 5.2 6.3 4.8 5.3
iii. Services 4.2 5.4 7.108 7.9 5.1 4.3 4.6
3. Unemployment 3.6 3.6 0.758 -
I. MISCELLANEOUS
1. Price 1.0 (1.392) (2.240) 6.80 6.2 6.3
2. Debt Service Ratio 11.8 10.0 7.5
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TABLE 12
Saving and Investment: 1976 and 1990
a) SAVINGS
1990 1976
24 6 25 .6.60
6.7
672 <~~~~~~~~~2
29.3
Govt. saving Corporate saving
W 1 Household saving Resource GAP
b) INVESTMENT
30.8 29.9
4 -22g 5-66
65.0 64.5
LIZ Agriculture m Manufacturing
m Services
World Bank-17263
TABLE 13
MAJOR MACRO VARIABLE ALTERNATIVES (Low Growth)
Variable Nos. Growth Rate Growth Rate Growth Rate
NAME 1976 1981 1986 1990 1976-81 1981-90 1976-1990
A. GNP
1. GNP (Aggr) 10350 15497 22132 29722 8.4 7.5 7.8
2. i. Agriculture % 21.7 17.6 14.3 12.1 3.95 3.1 3.4
ii. Manufacture % 27.6 32.7 34.6 35.8 12.2 8.6 9.8
iii. Services % 50.7 49.7 51.1 52.1 7.9 13.2 8.0
3. Per Capita Income $ 593 814 1039 i318
4. Bottom 40% 18.06 16.34 13.25 12.40
5. Top 20% 46.33 48.01 49.90 50.26
6. Poverty 3 3 6 6
7. GINI .386 .413 .456 .466
B. CONSUMPTION
1. Aggregate 8113 11935 16502 22336 8.0 7.2 7.
2. Private 6722 9288 12239 16095
3. Government 1391 2647 4263 6242
4. Food Grains 1146 1373 1498 1646 3.6 2.0 2.6
C. INVESTMENT
1. Aggregate 2721 3777 5425 7008 6.8 7.1 7.0
2. Composition
i. Aggregate 6.1 8.3 7.0 6.3
ii. Manufacture 29.7 29.1 29.7 29.8
iii. Services 64.2 62.6 63.3 63.9
iv. ICOR 3.1 3.2 3.16
D. SAVINGS
1. Aggregate
i. F.S. 486 217 -202 -365
ii. D.S. 2326 3800 5850 7432
a) Private 1594 2736 4317 5270
b) Public 732 1064 1533 2162
c) MSR 28 21 30
Table 13, page 2
Variable Nos. Growth Rate Growth Rate Growth Rate
NAME 1976 1981 1986 1990 1976-81 1981-90 1976-1990
E. EXPORTS
1. Aggregate 3630 8488 17827 31179 18.5 15.6 16.6
2. Composition
i. Agriculture 6.1 3.6 3.6 3.6
ii. Manufacture 83.2 83.1 83. 83.1
iii. Services 10.7 13.3 13.4 13.3
F. IMPORTS
1. Aggregate 4025 8465 17400 30755 15.5 15.4 15.6
2. Agriculture% 27.6 24.7 19.3 16.8
3. Manufacture % 69.8 68.4 75.2 79.6
4. Services % 2.6 6.9 5.5 3.6
G. DEMOGRAPHY
1. Population 35.9 39.2 43.886 46.5 1.77 1.92 1.86
2. Working Force 12.7 14.9 17.210 18.9 3.25 2.68 2.98
H. EMPLOYMENT
1. Aggregate 12.189 14.150 16.23 18.24 3.0 2.86 2.92
2. Sectoral
i. Agriculture 5.468 5.610 5.733 5.830 .5 .8 .5
ii. Manufacturing 2.527 3.273 3.968 4.626 5.3 3.9 4.4
iii. Services 4.193 5.261 6.535 7.788 4.6 4.45 4.5
3. Unemployment P.C. 3.646 4.841 5.663 3.473
I. MISCELLANEOUS
1. Price 2.2 3.049 4.090 5.103 6.7 5.9 6.2
2. Debt Service Ratio 12.5 9.8 5.3 2.5
TABLE 14
GROSS OUTPUT, EXPORTS & IMPORTS OF KOREA (1977-1990)
(at 1975 prices)
( billion won )
1977 1981 1990
GO M EKP. E as M as % GO M EXP. E as M a % CO M EXP. E as % Ma %% GO of D % Go of D of GO of D
Agriculture 32z48 1387 244 7.5 32 3800 2260 304 8.0 39 4960 7404 11114 22.4 65.8 1
Manufacturing 11550 3589 3787 32.8 32 18068 6063 7052 39.0 35 45791 23741 25892 56.5 54.0 Ln
Electrical Machinery 5923 2984 1568 26.4 41 10440 4111 3300 31.6 37 -29276-17170 12133 41.3 (049.0) & Steel Shipbuilding
Services 8861 180 471 5.3 2.1 12822 880 1133 8.8 70 31252 872 4148 13.3 3.1
TOTAL: 23659 5156 4502 (19.0) (21,0) 34690 9223 8484 (2414) (26.0) 82003 32017 31180 (38.0) (38.9)
Separately for1488 75 3 4.9 1741 126 3 6.8 2272 498 9
GO = Gross Output
M = Imports
EXP or E = Exports
D = Demand
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TABLE 15
IMPORT COMPONENT OF DEMAND AND IVPOI{.T SUBSTITUTICT RATE
Index of Import/Demand Ratio Index of Import/Gross Demand
1977-81 Il4S 1977-1990 IMS
Agriculture 1.218 .983 2.o6 10114
Manufacturing 1.094 .884 1.687 o91
Machinery, etc. .900 .727 1195 .646
Services 1.500 1.212 2.0 1.08
Total le238 10 1.85 l10
TABLE 16
VALUE ADDED & GROSS OUTPUT RATIO OF (1977-81)
Billion Won (1975)
'I f% "7 ~1i9I7 1981 1990
GO VA VA/GO GO VA VA/GO GO VA VA/GO
Agriculture 3248 2361 (72.6) 3800 2760 (72.6) 4960 3602 (72.6)
Manufacturing 11550 3428 (29.7) 18068 5365 (29.7) 45791 13590 (29.7)
Services 8861 5649 (63.8) 12822 8176 (41.8) 31252 19933 (63.8)
Total 23659 11438 (48.3) 34690 16301 (47.0) 82003 37125 (45.3)
TABLE 17
AVERAGE DISPOSABLE INCOME OF RULAL AND URBAN HOUSEHOLD at 1976 thousand won
Year Class :Per Capita Disposable % Composition Per Capita Govt. Corporate Percent of Disposable
;Income of Household Totaled Income of Income Income Household Income
the Economy per per to Total
Capita Capita
1976 Pop(m) Rural Urban Total
Bottom) 12 23.8 35.9 18.1
40%. 84 103 93
Mean 139 2L2 207 100.0 288 59 22 72
1981 Pop(m) 12. 27.0 39.2
Bottom) +102 123 111 16.3
4o%-J (4.o (3.6) 3.7)
Mean 171 320 1273 100 408 97 37 66.9
(4.2) (5.7) (5.8)
1990 Pop(m) 9. 37.hl 46.5
Bottom' -137 207 i179 14.7
% i (3.6 (5.1) (4.8)
Mean 245 541 483 100 783 198 101 61.7
(4.1) (5.°) (6.2) (7.4) (9.0) (1.i5)
_ 
_ I l .. , _ .
Brackets denote percent change per annum from 1976.
* (0661-9L6T) S HajA'IO Ur
hh O1Sh
4h U
S-Oe
81i -aia1i
nd ' aji
% Income Share of lowest 40% of Population
U .' - t I I I I
U.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
7' ~ ~ ~ 0 
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TABLE 20
High Growth Case Low Growth Case
Per Capita People Per Capita People
Year GNP GINI Income below min. GNP GINI Income below min.
Billion Below 40% nutritional Billion Below 40% nutritional
75 Won level 75 Won level
1976 10351 .388 18.]. 3 10351 .388 18.06 3
1981 16002 .418 16.3 3.2 15497 .413 16.34 3.4
1986 24830 .453, 13.9 5 22132 .456 13.25 6
1990 37232 .421 14.7 2.8 29722 .466 12.40 6.3
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Table 21
Years GNP at 1975 Unemployment Foreign Saving Population
Billion won rate % Billion 1975 WVon
1976 10349 4.61 491 35.91
1977 11324 5.05 604 36.54
1978 12440 5.0 455 37.18
1979 13568 5.2 303 37.85
1980 14709 5.5 282 38.53
1981 15930 5.7 214 39.25
1982 17253 5.9 125 39.99
1983 18698 6.o 29 40.76
1984 20276 5.8 -42 41.55
1985 22009 5.3 -131 42.36
1986 23917 4.9 -198 43.87
1987 26101 3.0 -270 44.02
1988 28540 1.0 -292 44.84
1989 31247 0 -339 45.66
1990 34289 0 -359 46.48
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TABLE 22
Alternative Simulation Growth Rates GINI Bottom
40 % of
No. Simu:Lation Nos. 1976-1990 Population
1 1 90 1L o431 140 7
2 2 8.9 oh43 13.82
3 4 9 1 o443 13-80
4 5 9.2 o428 1h455
5 6 9.36 o431 14-75
6 7 9.6 .421 14.60
7 8 7.8 0 h66 12.b0
8 9 9.3 o423 1h499
9 10 8.6 oL55 l.2-95
*
3
*3 has been dropped since it is identical with No. 7's results.
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I N P U T T A B L E S
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INPUTS TO THE MACRO MODEL la
MACRO MODEL TABLE
THE 17 MACRO SECTORS
Corresponding in 53 Sector MOdel to:
No. Name No. Name
1. Grains Part of 1 Agriculture and Forestry
2. Other Agriculture Part of 1 Agriculture and Forestry
2 Fishery
3. Mining IncLuding Oil 3 Coal
4 Metallic Ores
5 Non-Metallic Minerals
4. Heavy Labor Intensive
Export Oriented 34 Electronics
5. Heavy Capital I]ntensive
Export Oriented 23 Rubber Products
6. Heavy Labor Intensive
Domestic Oriented 32 Non-Electrical Machinery
33 Industrial Electrical Machinery
35 Household Electrical Machinery
36 Shipbuilding and Repairing
37 Railroad Transport
38 Motor Vehicles
39 Precision and Optical Products
7. Heavy Capital [ntensive
Domestic Or:iented 14 Pulp, Paper and Paper Products
16 Inorganic Chemicals
17 Organic Chemicals
18 Chemical Fertilizers
19 Synthetics
20 Other Chemicals
21 Petroleum Products
22 Coal Products
24 Cement
25 Glass, Clay and Stone Products
26 Iron- and Steel
27 Rolled Steel
28 Steel pipes and Plated Steel
29 Cast and Forged Steel
30 Non-Ferrous Metals
31 Metallic Products
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Table la contd
Light Labor Intensive
Export Oriented 9 Fabrics
10 Finished Textiles
11 Leather and Leather Products
40 Other Manufactures
Light Capital Intensive
Domestic Oriented 6 Processed Foods
7 Beverage and Tobacco
15 Printing Publishing
Light Labor Intensive
Domestic Oriented 13 Wood Products and Furniture
Light Capital Intensive
Export Oriented 8 Fiber Spinning
12 Lumber and Plywood
Trade (retail and wholesale)
Banking and Insurance 45 Banking and Insurance
49 Commerce
Dwellings 46 Housing
Education, Hehlth and Other 50 Education
Services, including Public 51 Health
Administration 52 Other Services
Transport and Communications 47 Communications
48 Transport and Storage
Electricity 43 Electricity
44 Water and Sanitary Services
Residence Buildings and
Other Construction 41 Residence and Buildings
42 Public and Other Constructions
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MACRO 1DDEL TABLE 2a
Export and Import Price Iznices
(f.o.b. $ 1973 = 1.00) (Assuming 3% shift in teInn
of trade in favor of Korea)
since 1944 (1973 1974, 1975
and 1976, actual 5
PXD 1 - PXD 17 PMD 1 - PMD 17
Years ftcport Prices Tmprt Prices
1 1.0 1.0
2 1.384 1.649
3 1.565 2.070
4 1.752 2.152
5 1.8141 2.329
6 1.932 2.441
7 2.028 2.563
8 2.129 2,691
9 2.235 2.825
10 2.3146 a.966
1U 2.463 3.1J
12 2.586 3.269
13 2.715 3.432
114 2.850 3.603
15 2.992 3.783
16 3.141 3.972
17 3.298 4.170
Compound graowth rate: (7.6) (9.1)
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 3a
Non-competitive Intermediate Import Component of Output
Sector Import Component
1 .001
2 .001
3 .010
4 .013
5 .204
6 .025
7 .129
8 .016
9 .042
10 0
11 .408
12 0
13 0
14 .005
15 .011
16 0
17 .005
TABLE 4 a
'I) INCRLPSJ6E OF £X2RT.US. imixee st-ateg I A & 6 A T,aditioral (8/both) Tncreasing 3% p.a.
on Base in the Aggregate
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
SEC.TOP. (4) 475 632 796 979 1155 1409 1719 2097 2558 3121 3807 4644 5666 6912
SECTOR (6) -446 607 801 1033 1322 1613. 1968 2400 2928 3572 4358 5317 6486 7913
SECTOR (8) 1584 1948 2357 2805 3282 4004 4885 5960 7271 8871 10822 13-03 16108 19652
Table 4a contd
(2) INCREASE OF EXPORTS: .(Modern Sector Growth Strategy (4 & 6).
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
SECTOR (4) 494 687 906 1169 1450 1827 2302 2901 3655 4605 5802 7310 9211 11606
SECTOR (6) 465 660 911 1230 1648 2076 2616 3296 4152 5232 6592 8306 10465 13186
SECTOR (8) 1509 1765 2021 2274 2527 2931 3400 3944 4575 5307 6156 7141 8283 9608 a
MACRO MODEL TABLE 5a
Export Allocations by Sector and Totals
(Goods and non-factor services 1975 prices, billion Won)
Sectors 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982-90
1 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.046 0.050 0.063 0.053 0.047 0.042 0.037 0.034 0.031 0.031
3 0.008 0.0ii 0.010 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.005
4 0.076 0.058 0.072 0.088 0.101 0.106 0.108 0.108 0.107 0.107
5 0.025 0.040 0.043 0.035 0.032 0.031 0.032 0.032 0.033 0.033
6 0.033 0.060 0.075 0.086 0.095 0.102 0.109 0.116 0.124 0.124
7 0.112 0.171 0.138 0.145 0.152 0.158 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.159
8 0.308 0.296 0.345 0.344 0.335 0.325 0.315 0.305 0.298 0.298
9 0.043 0.054 0.062 0.051 0.046 0.043 0.040 0.037 0.035 0.035
'Q 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.007
11 0.115 0.066 0.085 0.076 0.073 0.074 0.074 0.072 0.007 0.007
12 0.056 0.054 0.028 0.030 0.029 0.029 0.030 0.033 0.033 0.033
13 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
14 0.069 0.027 0.014 0.015 0.014 0.015 0.014 0.017 0.018 0.018 1
15 0.093 0.096 0.052 0.058 0.058 0.060 0.065 0.071 0.078 0.078 oc
16 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 '
17 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.C03
Totals 1,576.04 2,402.6. 2,733.2. 3,630.0 4,505.9 5,439.3 6,426.3 7,450.6 8487.7
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 L987 1988 1989 1990
Totals 9,845.7 11,421.1 13,248.5 15,368.3 17,827.1 20,501.2 23,576.3 27.112.8 31,179.7
Source:
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I4ACRO I*Ol)IU. TABUE, 6 a
Imports
(Goods 1973 prices, c.i.f., billion won)
Sector 1.973 In!Lorts
1 181.560
2 2]8.460
3 136.000
4 128.1]00
5 1.780
6 356.000
7 473.400
8 97.770
9 69.200
10 1.2-60
11 31.200
Total Coods 1,694.73
Source:
MACRO MODEL TABLE 7a
Export and Import Price Indices (Low Gro-wth)
(f.o.b. $ 1973 1.00) (Assuming no terms of
trade after 1975)
PXD 1 - PXD 17 PMD 1 - PMD 17
Export Import
Years Prices Prices
1 1973 1.000 1.000
2 1.384 1.649
.3 1.565 2.070
4 1.643 2.174
5 1.725 2.282
6 1.812 2.396
7 1.902 2.516
8 1.997 2.642
9 2.097 2.774
10 2.200 2.913
11 2.312 3.058
12 2.427 3.211
13 2.548 3.372
14, 2.676 3.540
15 2.810 3.717
16 2.950 3.903
17 1990 3.252 4.303
Compound growth: (7.2) (8.9)
MACRO MODEL TABLE 8a
IDW EXPORTS, -at 1975 Billion Won
Sectors 1976-1981 1982 19841 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 199
8 Same as 2678.0 2839.0 3009.0 3190.0 3318.0 3450.0 3588.0 3732.0 3881.0 |Medium
Exports
11 " " 627.0 665.0 704.o 747.0 777.0 808.0 84o.o 874.o 909.0
TABLE 9a
High Sxorts. attj195 Billion Won
Sectors 1976-1981 1982983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
4 Same-as 11149.0 1459.0 1853.0 .2353.0 3059.0 3976.0 5169.0 6720.0 2736.0
)%,dium'U
Exports 8n9
6 n 1,33i3.0 1693i.0 2150.0 2730.0 3549.o 146.14.0 5998.0 7797.0 10136.0
T*BLZ 10R
tuIKDM- THX FlUN NWATR1 MR! 1R - 1973
aAII6 0THERfS NDW HW IH 5 O NM HI lE I NtD HDW uD fEU WELLrNG SEWCES TUNS- E t. C00T-
5YGIOR~~~~~~~~AOr P C lro
1. axiNs 6.76 35.05 .co 0.00 o.o0 .00 .0k 3.38 113.31 -0.00 0.00 OD 0.00 10.86 0.00 0.00 3.44
2. OTNRI AGRTCULTUNI 10.26 90.20 b.77 .03 11.19 .20 4.66 12.76 201.37 4.71 lQ2.11 .13 0.oo 13.90 .02 .00 13.93
3. KiII;O .02 .92 .11 .34 .02 .32 192.19 .6b 1.81 .03 .04 .30 0.00 2.67 .03 3.91 13.13
4. HLE 0.00 .69 .74 13.78 .11 19.35 4.o3 .59 .88 .03 .17 2.23 .01 13.27 12.72 2.55 44.89
5. HNE .00 .31 .25 .57 1.33 3.86 .94 1.97 .89 .oD .15 1.58 0.00 .89 12.25 .01 .24 1
6. BID .04 3.42 1.39 .69 .26 42.99 6.19 4.87 2.b9 .11 1.07 2.46 0.00 6.26 31.21 1.17 7.68 a
7. HID 31.74 53.74 7.76 55.47 23.63 76.27 531.42 123.38 72.9b 2.08 56.90 21.57 .O0 77.72 80.7i 25.79 22b.17
8. Lat .56 10.42 .58 .49 13.91 .91 3.57 185.37 7.37 .10 2.94 6.1? .01 18.b? 2.5o .10 .54
9. tID 38.62 50.03 .11 .24 .03 .27 10.12 9.15 158.4S .09 1.71 k.q .02 95.r 2.99 .4l .23
10. LD .02 2.89 .05 .54 .08 .30 .b2 .36 1.kl .12 .11 .36 0.00 .67 .10 .03 1.51
11. LIE .00 .25 .06 1.69 2.26 1.47 2.73 168.52 .21 3.98 4.og .78 o.o0 7.84 .21 .08 kb.ol
12. TRADE 8.22 39.79 b.86 9.43 3.59 11.6k 75.0? 84.67 78.63 3.33 22.56 31.19 .Sb 72.02 16.66 10.29 60.bs
13. EZLLTmO 0.00 0.00 .02 .0k 0.00 .01 .01 .1 .2k 0.00 .03 .00 0.00 0.00 .12 0.00 0.00
14. suEvVCEs 18.27 22.76 3.65 4.9b 3.51 7.60 36.2b 21.51 23.82 .66 6.5k n.74 .24 131.06 46.62 1.74 31.60
15. TPARUPORT 1.70 7.44 1.32 2.63 2.28 b.35 41.01 11.73 18.18 1.03 2.52 38.5b .11 37.26 31.82 2.97 24.21
16. IIUTI'CTT1 o.ao .24 3.78 1.69 2.30 2.19 33.43 1.93 11.76 .18 3.53 2.68 .03 10.37 1.77 5.1o .90
17. cONTRUMON .37 .44 .23 .07 .03 .11 .60 .A? .38 .X .03 b.51 25.34 12.07 1.39 1.43 .52
TABLE 1Oa contd
rNl-rND3STRr FWV IMATRIX FOR KOREA - 1973
I mDs Private Publc Total Total
-f C"rpn- FPxed .Lven- Imports n Gross Inter- Final Total TotalSECTOR tton tion Inwestuent tories ftports CIF DThties Output NC NC NC COnp.
Ilsorts rioorts Ipoos I ts
1. 0MIRS 676.21 .8576 0.0 77.397 3.5o6 181.562 3.519.. 780.6 - - - 185.0814
2. OTHH ADRICIILtUBE 394.59 1.619 17.03 37.8h7 71.126 218.b65 5.677 826.2 18h.9 8.0 192.9 31.2h2
3. KICNII 4.2h1 .37 0.0 .5872 13.015 135.958 1.7U 97.02 121.8 -.842 120.958 16.7L.1
4. HIE 27.13h .5327 26. i 4.4.3 120.152 128.136 3.019 181.06 2.0 - 2.0 129.155
5. HaR 15.729 1.001 .001 .001 39. M1 1.783 .3382 81.05 - .0008 .0008 2.1204
6. HLD 33.1.1 3.772 411.11 31..547 51.789 356.01. 19.315 331.227 15.7 66.775 82.1.72 292.857
7. HKD 158.05 16.76 1.623 23.335 175.289 h73.39 40.126 1345.5 76.1 2.597 78.997 434.819
8. LIB 278.80 .99 2.67 1.202 h8h.753 97.771 .939 91.7.6 .89 .u12 1.002 97.708
9. LD 630.03 11.41. 0.0 11.573 68.102 69.205 7.1858 1016.2 41.5 -.2752 41.2218 35.166
10. LLD 2.436 .171 1.997 -.0143 U.018 1.262 .1264 23.2 
_- 1.38S4
11. L5Y 8.h7 .119 0.0 .381 181.381 31.191 .1933 396.86 - - - 31.6803
12. TRADH 1,h9.69 12.807 53.21 6.593 88.162 2.h93 0.0 ll71.3 -- 2.493
13. DEILINO 188.937 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 189.6 - - - 0.0
11. SVICES 412.28 1.10.211 0.0 0.0 1fl6.995 31.72 .184 133.21 -- 31.904
15. T 256.95 11.96 2.6 1.883 11.7.006 22.795 0.0 629.7 
- - 22.795
16. E1utICflT 27.15 2.897 0.0 0.0 2.09b .051 0.0 123.0 - - - .051
17. ONOTRfl5TON 0.0 13.fl 669.87 0.0 7.286 0.0 0.0 738.2 - - - 0.0
TOTALt 3564.08 h91.583 1186.255 179.716 1576.0o 1751.796 82.967 W13.215 76.366 519.551 1315.21
. * Heavy labour intens've -%port oriented
5 Heaqvy capital tntensive export oriented
6 - Heavy labour intensive deand oriented
7 - Heavy capital intonsive domestic oriented
8 . Ltght labour intensive export oriented
n L ght capital intensive dcstic oriented
10- Light labour intensive domstic oriented
11- Light capttal intensive expfrt oriented
TABL l1e
RE)I W VJOFlS. at 1975 mflci- Won
eter 1276 f 1 92?80 1981 19e2 1291 tiM a2S 1 V88 198 9 IM
1 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 3.1 3.6 4.2 4.9 5.7 6.6 7.5 8.7 10.0
2 193.0 2n1.3 225.9 239.2 250.4 260.4 302.1 350.h hJ6.5 4n.7 5 9.9 628.9 723.3 831.8 956.5
3 28.7 30.3 32.6 36.3 38.7 hO.5 47.o 54.5 63.2 73.3 85.1 97.9 212.5 129.4 A18.8
4 320.9 455.7 T 78.3 691.1 8C6.1 90h.4 1049.1 1217U0 LU0.7 1637,5 1899.5 2184.4 2522.1 2888.9 3322.2
5 127.6 144.6 166.6 202.8 239.7 277.8 322.2 373,B 433,6 503.0 583.5 671.0 771.7 887.4 1020.5
6 312.6 428.0 556.4 702.2 863.7 1019.4 1217.3 1412.1 1638.0 19OD.1 2204.1 2534.7 292s.9 3352.2 3855.0
7 525.9 686.3 857.9 1020.9 1184.2 1350.0 1566.0 116h6 2107.2 24A.4 2835,5 3260.8 3749.9 4312.4 4959.3
8 1247.1 1509.0 1765.5 20n.5 2274.2 2526.6 2930.9 3399.8 3943.8 4574.8 53c6.7 6102.7 7018.1 8070.8 9281.5
9 186.6 208.4 231.5 255.3 277.5 293.3 340.2 394.? 457.8 531.1 626.0 708.4 814.7 936.9 1077.4 Co
10 24.2 27.8 32.7 40.h 47.9 57.2 66.4 77.0 89.3 103.6 120,1 138.1 158.8 182.7 210.1 1
11 274.5 329.1 401.2 h74.2 538.7 591.5 686.1 795.9 923.3 1071.0 12h2. 1428.B I643,l 1889.7 2173.0
12 Uo.o 131.5 159.4 194.2 242.7 279.0 323.6 375.4 435.5 505.2 586.0 673.9 775.0 891.2 1024.9
13 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ih 54.1 64.1 79.9 100.3 124.4 149.9 173.9 201.7 234.0 271.4 31..8 362.1 416.3 476.8 550.7
15 209.3 260.9 328.0 1Bh.4 525.7 662.7 768.7 891.7 103k.4 1199.9 1391,9 1600.7 1840.8 2116.9 2434
16 3.8 5.0 6.8 9.5 12.6 16.6 19.3 22.3 25.9 30.1 34,9 40.1 46.2 53.1 61.0
17 9.9 11.7 24.2 17,5 21.5 25.7 29.8 Ih.6 40.1 46.5 54.0 62.1 n.1 82.1 9h.h
Total: 3630,0 4506.0 5439.0 626.O 7451.0 888.o0 9845.0 13121.0 13249.0 1533680 1782?.0 20501.0 23516.0 27113.0 33180.0
MACRO MODEL TABLE 12a
Macro Variables by Sector
(1973 values billion Won)
Variable: YN1 - YNL 17 XN1 - XN 17 CPI 1 - CP 17- CG 1 - CG 17 IS 1.- IS 17
Code Value added Gross Output Private Cons. Gov. Consumpt. Invert- DemandSector Name by Sector by Sector Expenditure Expenditure by Source
1 633.000 745.000 676.000 0.860 0.0002 484.000 788.000 395.000 1.600 17.0003 64.000 93.000 4.200 0.370 0.0004 53.000 177.000 27.000 0.530 26.1005 16.000 77.000 15.700 1.000 0.0016 90.000 316.000 33.400 3.800 411.000
7 384.000 1284.000 158.000 16.800 1.6208 262.000 876.000 279.000 0.990 2.670
9 306.000 970.000 630.000 11.400 0.00010 7.000 22.000 2.400 0.170 2.00011 100.000 379.000 8.500 0.120 0.00012 937.000 1117.000 450.000 12.800 53.20013 156.000 181.000 189.000 0.000 0.00014 783.000 1271.000 412.000 410.200 0.00015 333.000 601.000 256.000 14.900 2.60016 64.000 117.000 27.200 2.900 0.00017 255.000 704.000 0.000 13.100 669.900
Total 4,927.000 9,718.000 3,563.400 491.540 1,186.091
Source: All variables based on National Accounts except investment based on Input/Output Tables.
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TABLE 13a:ESTIMATES OF ICOR IN KOREA
ICOR Total Rates of Adjusted
I/O Gestation Growth ICOR
1. 2.0 2 9.5 1.860
2. 2.67 2 7.5 2.484
3. 2.68 4 9.6 2.04C1
4. .821 3 9.5 .711
5. 4.515 3 9.5 3.909
6. 2.615 3 9.5 2.264
7. 3.732 3 9.5 3.231
8. 1.083 2 9.5 1.008
9. 1.639 3 9.5 1.419
10. 1.369 2 9.5 1.273
11. 3.739 3 9.5 3.237
12. .651 1 9.5 .651
13. 15.613 1 9.5 15.613
14. 2.329 1 9.5 2.329
15. 10.06 1 9.5 10.06
16. 16.622 3 9.5 14.392
17. .614 1 9.5 .614
Adj. ICOR = (ICOR)/(1 + e) when t = no. of years gestation
and r - rate of growth of total Investment, (In the projected period
it lies between 7 and 8% p.a. in all cases).
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MACRO MODEL TABLE ijAa
Monthly 'ncome and Expenditure for Urban Household
(X expcnditure of total in four classes of salary and wage earners)
Class I Class II Class III Class IV
Sectors
Total 233 . 1.°0 1.0 1J.
.238 .1.63 .1/19 .131
2 .102 .]19 .085 .125
3 .002 .001 .001 .001
4 .008 .009 .009 .009
5 0 0 0 0
6 .030 .010 .dio .01.1
7 .,046 .048 .050 .052
8 .0;5 .068 .069 .074
9 .185 .192 .196 .209
30 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
12 .3.31 .129 .171 .137
13 .080 .057 .034 .023
11 .078 .118 .141 .149
15 .048 .080 .080 .094
16 .007 .006 ..005 .005
17 0 0 0 0
Avg.Savings
_itic -. 071 .099 .146 .2125
Dpendency
Ratio 3.52 3.81 3.99 4.22
Direct Tax
Rate .013 .018 .032 .050
Source: Based on Talble 4-1: Annual Report on the Family Income and Expenditure Survey,
1974, EPB (BOS)
Note: Adjustmtienits are made for broad class intcrvals in the model: per capita groupings
p.a. into (O1-50,000), (50,000-150,000), (150,000-250,000) and (250,000 and above).
Also the valuation has been changed from purchasers' pricc to producers' pricc.
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 14a contd.
Monthly Income and Expenditure in Rural Community
(% expenditure to total consumption by income given in Low classes)
Sector Class I Class II Class III Class IV
Total 0-1.0 4a 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-above
1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 .389 .361 .343 .254
3 .114. .100 .100 .084
4 .001 .005 .005 .006
5 0 0 0 0
6 .005 .006 .004 .007
7 .023 .027 .024 .034
8 .106 .105 .109 .106
9 .118 .105 .096 .135
10 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
12 .065 .071 .084 .089
13 .089 .102 .105 .123
14 .046 .060 .076 .090
15 .024 .043 .041 .059
16 .015 .014 .012 .012
17 0 0 0 0
Average Savings
Ratio -.020 .242 .357 .353
Average Household
Size 5.20 6.24 6.56 6.80
Dependency
Ratio 2.0 1.92 2.0 1.88
Direct Tax
Rate .037 .016 .017 .025
Source: Table 2.1: Major Indicators of Farm Household Economy in ReDort on the
Results of Farm Household Economy Survey (Ministry of Agriculture, 1975)
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 15 a
Employment Elasticities
Sector Wage Non-Wjge
1 -.048 -0.04
2 *3 0.25
3 .540 0.45
4 .540 0.45
5 .30 0.25
6 .54 0.45
7 .30 0.25
8 .60 0.50
9 .36 0.30
10 .60 0.50
11 .36 0.30
12 .60 0.50
13 .60 0.50
14 .60 0.50
15 .60 0.50
16 .192 0.16
17 .60 0.50
Source:
MACRO MODEL TABLE 16a
Ratio of "Self-Employed" to "Employees"
Model Sectors (I/O Table) llWorkers #Employees Self-Employed Self-Em.plo c.E/Emcloyees
One 1 2,445,200 197,600 2,247,600 11.3744
Two 2-6 2,358,800 428,700 1,930,100 4.5022
Three 7, 8, 9 109,000 106,350 2,650 .0249
Four (.64)* 38 25,088 24,768 320 .0129
Five 31 24,600 24,400 200 .0081
Six 39, 40, 37, (.36)* 38. 94,312 91,032 3,280 .0360
Seven 22, 24-30, 32-26 245,250 234,400 10,850 .0462
Eight 17-19, 41 421,300 396,000 25,300 .0638
Nine 10-15, 23 270,200 245,150 25,050 .1021
Ten 21 20,900 15,100 5,800 .3841
Eleven 16, 20 86,800 85,300 1,500 .0175
Twelve 46, 50 1,219,900 305,700 914,200 2.9905
Thirteen 47 9,200 1,300 7,900 6.0769
Fourteen 51-56 1,165,300 808,500 356,800 .4413
Fifteen 48, 49 344,750 308,550 36,200 .1173
Sixteen 44, 45 16,900 16,900 zero 0.0
Seventeen 42, 43 355,000 339,00 16,000 .0471
Total 9,212,500 3,628,750 5,583,750 1.5387
MACRO MODEL TABLE17a
Employment, Wages and Productivity
(1973)
rW 1 - EWl 17 ENW 1 - ENW 17 W 1 - W 17 PY 1 - PY 17
Employment Employment Wages by Labor Produc-
S2ctor of Wage Earners of Nion-Wage Earners Sector tivity
1 0.204 2.13 157.200 2,649.000
2 0555 2.495 134-300 745.n0n
3 0.114 0.003 386.100 615.000
A 0.083* 0.001 345.100 855.000
5 0.050 0.001 215.600 432.000
6 0.177 0.006 341.400 677.000
7 0.396 0.015 374.600. 1,297.000
8 0.639 0.036 178.500 573.000
9 0.384 0.032 349.300 1,066.000
10 0.023 0.008 239.600 368.000
11 0.167 0.002 263.400 820.000
12 0.305 1.212 511.000 2,708.000
13 C.002 0.012 558.800 7,800.000
14 0.914 0.405 598.000 942.000
15 0.411 0.048 346.800 890.000
_6 0.029 0.001 457.900 2,370.000
17 , 0.386 0.019 498.300 726.COO
Total 4.841 6.426 5,955.9
'PL 1 - IPL 17 Irdex of Labor Productivity by Sector assumed 1 in 1973
_'Xv 1 - IWR 17 Index of Wage Rate by Sector assumed 1 in 1973
Scurces:
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TABLE 18a
ABSORPTION OF UNEMPLOYED LABOUR FORCE
IN DIFFERENT SECTORS
Sectors P.C. of Unemployed
Absorbed
1 .3
2 .3
3 .05
4 0
5 0
6 0
7 0
8 0
9 0
10 0
11 0
12 .25
13 0
14 .1
15 0
16 0
17 0
Total: 100.0
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TABLE 19a
INCOME DISTRIBUT1ON IN 1968
(Log variance of size distribution in different
income classes)
Rural Urban Urban
Sectors Hlousehold Non-Wage Wage
Earners Earners
1 .365 0 0
2 .365 0 0
3 .174 0 0
4 0 .742 .187
5 0 .742 .614
6 0 .742 .33
7 0 .742 .37
8 0 .742 .891
9 0 .742 .21
10 0 .742 .].04
11 0 .742 .125
12 0 .449 .673'
13 0 .449 .079
14 0 .449 .599
15 0 .449 .161
16 0 .742 .032
17 0 .449 .930
Source: Irma Adelman & Sherman Robinson, Korean Income
Distribution Mode]
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 20a
Share of labor productivity Effect of Price Changes
going to money wages on cost of living lagged
one year
Sector 1-17 80% Sector 1-17 100%
Value Added Ratio (incl. indirect taxes)
Sectors Ratio
1 .850
2 .614
3 .694
4 .302
5 .204
6 .284
7 .299
8 .300
9 .316
10 .290
11 .264
12 .838
13 .859
14 .616
15 .554
16 .548
17 .361
Source: Input/Output Tables
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 213
Ratios of Wage and Non-4ge Income to Gross Output
Ratio of Wage Income Ratio of Non-Wage Income
Sector to Gross Output to Groas Outpit
1 
.o48 .799
2 .104 .503
3 .41o 
.279
4 .162 .140
5 .14o .064
6 .190 .09
7 .115 .184
8 .272 .028
9 .138 .178
10 .273 .017
11 *115 .149
12 .139 .697
13 0oo6 .853
14 .429 .187
15 .236 .321
16 .112 .436
17 .270 .091
Sources Input/Output Tables, 1973. KDI & BOK, Korea
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 22 a
Total Population and Working Population
(million)
POPU Worki ng Age WP
Population Population Working Poptaation
TLabor Force)
Alt. I Alt. II
1973 34.180 1.584
1974 34.730 12.000
1975 35.281 21.395 12.539 12.262
1976 35.907 22.075 12.935 12.652
1977 36.541 22.776 13.360 13.070
1978 37.183 23.435 13.803 13.508
1979 37.845 24.063 114.256 13.957
1980 38.531 24.688 14.712 14.408
1981 39.245 25.293 15.174 14.867
1982 39.989 25.906 15.651 15.340
1983 40.760 26.549 16.132 15.818
1984 41.553 27.201 16.609 16.292
1985 42.362 27.853 17.074 16.753
1986 43.184 28.487 17.531 17.206
1987 44.015 29.078 17.985 17.656
1988 44.843 29.654 18.430 18.096
1989 45.667 30.171 18.861 18.523
1990 46.484 30.699 19.272 18.931
Sourcs Bank Ntaaion
MACRO MODEL TABLE 23a
Normalized Capital Coefficient Matrix 
- 1968: Korea
oectors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
i .089 .089 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 .089 .089 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 U 0 00 0 0 0 0 04 0 0 0 .298 0 .002 .002 .001 .034 .002 .002 .054 .045 .054 .030 .122 .117
_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 06 .263 .263 .514 .250 .596 .517 .581 .500 .468 .405 .455 .. 217 .176 .220 .446 .381 :5217 0 0 .012 .021 .024 .041 .011 .013 .015 .025 .007 .002 .006 .002 .001 0 .0078 .005 .005 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .002 0 0 0 09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 0 .008 .020 .020 .027 .009 .007 .020 .011 .008 .001 .003 .001 .001 0 .005 o11 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0H
'12 .034 .034 .036 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .037 .036 .037 .036
-A--, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 014 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 017 .519 .519 .430 .374 .322 .376 .360 .442 .426 .519 .790 .689 .731 .685 .486 .460 .315
Source: t4U I/o -rTAL o C A
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 24a
Working Capital (1973)
Change In
Sectors Working Capital
1 77.400
2 37.800
3 0.590
4 4.440
5 0.001
6 14.550
7 23.340
8 1.200
9 11.570
10 - 0.-043
11 0.381
12 6.590
13 0.000
14 0.000
15 1.880
16 0.000
17 0.000
Source: Input-Output Tables, 1973. KDI & BOK, Korea.
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TABLE 25a
COMPARISION OF NOVI 75 & APR' 76 COEFFICIENTS, KOREA IV PLAN
(Fix)IOR
SECTOR APR' 76 NOV' 75
l. Agriculture & Forestry 1.538 1.465
2. Fishery 3.520 3.717
3. Coal 3.512 2.o6G
h. Mettallic Ores 1.396 1.551
5. Non-Metallic Fiinerals 1.Ol4 1.568
6. Processed Fooels 0.359 0.362
7. Beverage & Tobacco 0o.26 0.270
8. Fiber Spinning; 0.799 1.282
9. Fabrics 0.257 0.726
10. Finished Textiles 0.210 0.357
11. Lenther & Lenther Products 0.206 0.103
12. Lumber & Plywood 0.330 0.295
13. Wood Products & Furniture 0.396 0.397
ill. Pulp, Paper & Paper Products 0.546 1.192
15. Printing & Publishing o.526 0.593
16. Inorgnnic C' erniicals 0.432 1.995
17. OrganLic Chemica'ls 0.h431 1.133
18. Chemical FertLlizers l.l178 1.816
19. Synthetic Res:in & Chemical Fibers 0.615 1.286
20. Other Chemicals 0.229 0.3L3
21. Petroleuwm Products 0.185 1.257
22. Conl Products 0.317 0.534
21. Rubber Products 0.332 0.921
21t. Cement 0.944 2.733
25. Glass, Clay & Stone Products 0.640 0.620
26. Iron & Steel 0.951 1.278
27. Rolled Steel 0.618 l.hlO
28. Steel Pipes a Flated Steel 0.425 0.222
29. Cast, z Forged Steel 0.550 0.889
30. 'Non-Ferrous Veta,ils 0.396 1.35L
31. liettolic Products 0.759 0.782
32. Non-.Electrical Mlachinery 0.838 0.804
33. Industrinl Electrical Machinery 0.688 0.L99
31). Electronics 0.292 0.2M8
'5. 1Iouseholdi Electrical Machinery 0.688 0.392
36. Shipbuilding & Repairing 0.206 l.461
37. Rnilrond Trarnsport 0.516 0.858
38. Iotor VehiCles 0.659 0.425
39. Precision Pt Optical Products 0.264 0.447
hO. Other iTanufacturing 0.243 0.337
hl1. Residence & Building 0.019 0.082
Ii2. Public & Other Construction 0.322 0.537
),3. Electricity 6.968 8.0714
hI. Water & Sanitary Service 19.056 7.008
1,5. Banking & Insurance 0.690 0.430
1,6. Housing 14.906 13.W1L
107. CommUunicatioii 5.1486 2.771
L8. Pransport & Storage 3.538 5.938
)i9. Commerce 0.670 0.567
50. Education 2.675 2.153
51. Hlealth 1.142 1.329
52. Other Services 0.909 1.259
53. Scrap & Unclassifiable - -
Source: KDI I/O Table 4/1 7/76 and Industry Division/ECD World Bank
MACRO MODEL TABLE 26a
OTHER GOVERNMENT REVENUES
(Billions Won)
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 198 b
At Curre:-t Price
Non Tax Revenue 149.4 173.0 189.0 254.8 347.0 444.7 568.6 719.0 901.3
Enterprise Surplus 32.7 50.5 81.8 108.2 120.6 151.4 172.2 196.4 224.4
Local Taxes 74.1 108.0 148.0 186.4 266.4 326.6 .401.6 481.5 578.4
Monoply Profits 57.0 69.0 135.5 178.0 209.7 245.9 311.9 387.9 473.2
Corporation Taxes 49.8 110.3 124.9 171.7 215.2 261.7 328.2 386.6 469.7 X
Other Direct Taxes 25.0 38.1 53.5 66.4 25.1 29.9 35.7
Other Direct Taxes 25.0 38.1 53.5 66.4 25.1 29.9 35.7 42.4 50.5
Defense Taxes 
-- -- 57.7 224.6 289.8 343.0 405.6 479.9 566.3
Total:
Add Taxes From Indirect
Tax Base Changes 
-- -- -- 5.4 81.9 96.4 124.0 167.0 214.0
GDP Deflator (.1973=100) 1.0 1.266 1.574 1.811 1.992 2.132 2.380 2.441 2.600
At 1973 Prices
Grand Total: 388 433 502 659 760 867 995 1132 1283
Consumption at 1975 Price 856 983 1093 1228 1384 1575 1802 2056 2336
Consumption at 1973 Price 543 624 694 780 879 1000 1145 1306 1484
Source: Mission Estimates based on FFYP projections.
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MACRO MODEL TABLE 27a
Tariff and Indirect Tax Rates
Secrtor Tariff Rates Indirect Tax Rates
1 0.019 0.003
2 0.026 0.007
3 0.013 0.005
4 0.024 0.049
5 0.190 0.005
6 0.054 0.027
7 0.085 0.039
8 0.010 0.007
9 0.104 0.085
10 0.100 0.027
11 0.016 0.026
-12 0.000 0.035
i3 0.006 0.208
14 0.000 0.020
15 0.000 0.052
16 0.000 0.100
17 0.000 0.006
Source: Input-output Table: Inter-industry Projection Model for Korea 1974-81.
KIM Yoon Hyung (1975).
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M O D E L N OT A T I O N
AY-RBRP1C s O [C' . 0 I r:i; iv CDFJ,
N '' ~Ii < e N' -!io'
X4;~~ ' t (^ ¢.,ta .ori,al. <,;.Ieti; b; :,et.t ocr
Cu ,.½.': - (fl',w at )aoket. pr.:e
~Tn5xest,mIet; C:: !, !.^f bt <;cMiree ;r y :sect.o 
IDI.i= vIxwsi.t'gcrI. dce;1-:Ks by oc.st,ination by scotor
rPJ 1Rri0.ace-.8ent int 7 strcents liY source by secti.
7CJTI. = Jcpl. cewent nvoct-ilents 1 dvt-ination 1r scot.
l.'J'ior}ing; capit.ail byJ ori r in by st-ctr
TJ'KDi Working capital b dest.i.ation by sector
D'pi= }D.IoyfleJ,,nts C, f wIae-E:arn rs l,y V ector
} U;::;. Si;l,;E;.cy, z 1 nts o' nci-i-w;age o!arn& rs by sector
U, N UrLen.plo;y)) enIt
?Y.i Lat ci: p cduct.ivity by sect or
ŽR'tai ~ .l 21 real incomo by sec lor of' 1, 2 ) & 3
lri.- R.ra: livingp coast index
i.INT Ci - Rtal rf0i nf by i c-c:7ne elass or' 1, 2, % 3
S7:I Sc C,; wr. of' ural inzo-iie in i-th sector by Cnco;.e lass
l.i. W ia£:c by sect.cr
U.''b - CC6- of' 'liVmiL6 -ixt of uorbnui. earnO.,i s
',;i ~ 'ea). iza,( rate by.Z :.,e.tor
"\...ljiZ2C-i U lrban wqar,-cea x'hYr; il-c Cl'1C 'ry i.naccme .,
';c;: .1?<i N ,;. o2 lub~.r. ;iv[c9-c('.ria'.f:; i ; i]td-ii1O by> Ii flCc'!:! (:.Jn ,tsE byD 2(cct,x'
F ]Final demand (intermediate, consumption, investment and
export demand net of imports)
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1P)' r- P'opfulati on
tU4Si. - Surplus labcour allocated to a scctor
ADIf = Aver ace dependency ratio (population to labotu force
ratio)
AIDR = Index of JDR
P Ri - PopuJ.ation to la'bour ratio in sector 4 i.n ar. occupat-Aon Aholu&c;holcl
UE11i = .t;rb-L per capita non-wage earners' incoome
MITh1WCi = 'Urban non-wage ea-riers' inicome by income class
SEM,DiCi j = Sum or urban non-wage earners' inccre by income class by
sector
RDJqi = Rural disposablo inccrne by inccme clzass
I fDZ.ii. = Urban wage-earners'. disposable income by inccmne class
ULY-.TDNTi - Urlan inon--wage earnaers' disposable incom,;e by income class
RSAVi. = Rural savin_s by inccm,te class
Ul-SAVi = Urban savings of w.age-earners by inco.mIe class
WSAV±i = Urban savi.nf-s ol non--wage earners by income class
HS = jHousehold saving,s
CS = Corporate savings
CS = Cov't savinEs
o" = Gov' t reventues
FS = Forei .n savings
TS - Total savings
rCcWi. = TurWl consumption: by i.ncc,me class
lfl'.'CNi - Urban constunption of wa(;e-eorners by incorme class
.UN'tCCUi. : U11r;!b] consmzpti on of non-waage earnei,s by income claLs
RC01C1 j Rural ccn5ipioin by :incoJ:e clahis by sector
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IJID) idL " Irilrect tax r ttc by sector
GNllC? T1X = GrowLh rr!tc of non-tax revconmos
KSi= Compositi on of' govl t Coip i,I 'OY -c.tor
INl'J1'2iCij Non-comPetitive intearmdiate i.mportt coc.ofici.ent mL,.trL X
1I.:CCCj Copetitive ir.port coe fi cient matri-
E.L.lPl'i ~ Import price VlestiCity by seciocr
Pp,i = Imiport price adjul,ted by import sillostitution by sect r
IPIIi Import price index by sector (c,i,f)
*
TRi Import tak rate by sectcr
Pj,!Di -- Pri-ce index of irupDprts (in U.S. dollars, f.o.j
IPLi = Index o: labor productivity b,y sector
Fi -- Labor productiv.ity by sector
IDRi Index of -oage rat,-, by sector
PiMi Prices bhr sector
IRC - Index of capital returns cy uecc' r
I :2bi ~ Index oi' capital prodfctiv-iLty by sector
INThIT6i; = Uniit. wage-bill.
V1JWTN"i n= U it norn-wage bill
UlN'ITT Ii = InterjnEc.iate import ct,pone;L of unit 'oss output
UNITI'2i = Indirect: tax rate per vriit output
'XDI PVricc index of exports (in IU.S. dollars, f.o.b.)
* P.steri sks -(o.ripinally on par.^reter,;) have been connect.ed to cndofencus
variables
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*
piPi. = Croilth rate, of net- nationa) ou-tput for the CXOg(ŽnOUS scctor
1W3 IYatrix of investIc!Ent gCotaticn l.ags by sector
A LIVA i = Value-added ratio
BEi.j = Distribution matrix of I.ixed capital-output cocf•fic:ients
U. Yij - Di=.;tributli.on matrix of fix4ed workinrg,, capital-ovtIput coe::i.cicn-
ElNi = Labor elasticit,yr o,' w,ae earners for value zad dod sector w0oni
*
ET2,Wi.'i= I>?.Lbor elasticity of non-i;afge earners for value adced per sectc:
Ei:1 = ,:ag,e elasticity with respecC to labor productvi ty
E-.12 = '-IaEe elasticity with respect to cost of living for urban
wiage-earners
RDTRi = Direct tax rate for rural i.nccme class, i.
V.IDT,Ri = Direct tax rate for urbah iwage-income class, i.
IIV-,DThT2i = Direct tax rate for urban non-wage inco;ne class, i.
RSTi = Savinrs ratio of ru.ral incomr±e class, i.
UiWs R. = Savings ratio of urban wage-inccme class, i.
I i= Savings ratio of urban non-wvage income class, i.
*
PCrS = ForQi gn savings ratio
Pilij = Rural ccnsumptic,i basket by i-th sectcr by j-th inecme class
Uhiij = Urban consimption basket by i-th sector by J-th income class
iCe. = IcC:i by sector
LAU-lAj. = Investinent allocation coefficients by sector
1W.XO.R = ICOR ci workin:, cap:ital by sector
DEL 'A= Para-mctcr Ior rcplacemant investments wi.th respect to net
output
IID'$ - Inde.- of indirect ta;x rate
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Votations: -
VP = Labour Force (i.o. working population adjusted by pairicipation ratio)
ENT - Total wage earners
ENI'T = Total non-wage earners
TOT9?'P = Total en!ploymert
AW" = Average wage for wage earners
OUT1 = Out migration ratio
NA = Non-agriculture output
FP = Rural population (i.e. agriculture & mining)
UU = Urban unemployment
RU - Rural unemployiment
AGRMIP -rnployrment in agriculture
CSS = Incideiice of corporate sector in ith income class
INDTS Indirect tax incidence on the ith incone sector
PSS = Incidence of additional saving in the ith income class
PADTX = Incidc-nce of "ot4her taxest on ith income class
GA1A = Incidence ratio of non-tax & customs duty in ith income class
UAS = Uncniployed labour force allocation in a sector
COPE = El.sticity of corporat;e saving
RSB = Resource Balance at current von
ASPS = Additional savings effort in houasehold sector
PVSAV P rivate saving at 1975 price
SlV OR --Corporate saving at 1975 price
GASHSD - Household saving at 1975 price
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rnoritax = Rate of growth of non-tax revenue
Ei = 4linimum targeted export
ET21FS = Export including non-factor senrice
MI'EFS = Imports includinig non-factor service
DDA - Dcmcstic demand, agriculture sector
DDMIN = Do,r.estic demand, mining sector
DDMG = Domestic demand, manufacturing sector
DDSS = Domest"c demand, services
IMfSA = Import substitution agriculture
11$r,flJ.= ImporL substitution mining
ISMIG Import substitutioil manufacturing
DISS Import substitution services
TlS = Total import substitution
HIVISMG Total import mltnufacturing
RG = Reserve Gap
PEE PXD
P!1211 -=
EXPR Aggregate export price in dollars
IMPR Aggregate import price in dollars
CURBAL Current account balance in dollar
NETDFI = Net direct foreign investment in dollar
NETPUB = Net .publi:c diobursements
NETOLT = Net other long-teirn disbursements
SHTMI = Short-term capital movenient
NETIIF = Not IbflS disbursements
CAPVTEI - Capital not e-soe wrheni specified
CilGRES Chango in reserves
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NETFSY NET factor service income
RA Rosource availability
NSS National savings at 1975 price
FSS Foreign savings at 1975 price
DSITI. Debt s2.rvice ratio at current, dollar
GDPDLT= GDP deflator
RUNPEJ- Rural unemplopnent in percent
UWIPER= Urban unemploynent in percent
EMN21i =Eployment in raining & manufacturing
MSTPR Import percent for GNIP at 1975 price
PASDR Gross domest>ic saving percent at 1975 price
TID!.- Total investi,mernt rate percent at 1975 price
RGPR Resource gap as percent of GtIP
STRA) SNET, STAD, GNTSG, GNSE, GDSEH, GDSA = all with suffix PR exprosses
as percent of' GIP at 1975 price
DTT,, f'TT, CUSTDD = Direct, indirect tax,custoin duty,other taxes and governmrent
revenue, all at 1975 prices
GSS - Governmeent saving at 1975 price
NSPR N ational saving
ETPR - Export as percent of GNP at 1975 price
COGDP = Gross domestic product at market price less terms of trade changes
CGNP - GMP at 1975 prices
CNSFSY, CIOE'PIU- As, net factor service and net transfer all at 1975 prices
DEXPR', DMP1RT Ex>ports and i;itports at dollar (current) price
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UWC!NCij n Urban conswiiption of wage-carnwers by income class by oector
VkAWC1;Cij c Urban consinption of non-wage earners by income class by sector
CPi. = Private consu:ption by sector
TI = Total 5nvestments
IDi = Investmont demands o' destination by sector
RESI = Residual inwestments
DT = Direct taxes
DIDTn = Indirect taxes
NQNTAYX = Non-tax revenues
C,STD = Custom dulties
CS = Cov't savirns
CGT Total &ov't consumption
CC-i = Gov't conszmption by sector
M4Si = Imports supplied (reqiured) in the material balances by
sector (ex-post)
MMi = Imports dema.nded (ex-ante,
IN1lTCI.i = Intermediate inports of non-com,petitives by sectcr
MCCi = Competitive imports of intcrma6iate inputs by sector
MICi = Competitive imr,ports by sector
IMSUBi = Competitive. Imports sulbsotitvtable by sector
Ei. = Exports by sector
Di = Domestic dwmand by sector
ESIASR = (E) Export Sharcs
FRISJAR =(DI) Expomt Shares
EXPRB -Export price index
INPRB -Import price index
PEE =Export price index
PFM -Im port price index
EEXCiI -Exchango rates
IEMCII -Index- of cxchange rates
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MODEJ, SYSTEM
PrOduCtI.iOn l7auck
Yl!N YlJ )5 - ,2 3
:i i, t-1 1
w i.) (t- l i., t-1 i t-) )
i . 17
XITFj - Ui/Alfa. i.= 1 ... 17
C-DP'i=1 - ... 17
17~
IS 13-3E ... ID 1i7, ... 17
5 1~j-1 . . . 17 i; J
RI =13 1E3 7 RID i= 1, ... 17
i j =f . 17 i; j
'E1 ~ ; 1___E i =1, ,,, 1 7
'-¾ * i *
> H- ~ ~
M v.
I-i I_
11-,
W~~ ~ ~ H 
( ~ ~ 0
H ~ ~ P + \
)l t-d 1 YN .- ., 1i1U, e 1 .i,t-1
i - ;, - 1 t
-- .. .2 ,B;.4 .... 7_,,_,
Elk EJ. 1iD -PP t-1
S.i - 1, ,,, , 17
UNS - -N UAi1
!: l.l~~~i .sP-i= . . 17 N.+z;i
a Da AI
,;) PD? W P?P * (W+I,)
t-l
i U NS, U8 * (NAC. S D 1, 12*4 N**1 17
I'' JLDI POP'U/.'W/P
S.
Fp - WI' OT)* W 1) P
;:, E]LW1 = ELWi.
i ! E'LNW Pe EEWW
REMT EN EW
ENW ' = Z E?lMi
; ^ TOTEMP ENr + F.NW;T
,,;, AVWO- = £Wi *ENi) /EWT
O1JTM - 8.82 *(NA/NA( 1> -1) + 12.9 46 * (NA(-1) /NA1 -1) - .349
9 1 FP - (1.0 - OUTHI) * (wP/WP1-1)) * FP(-1)
tl18' UU D WP'- Fr- ENi -NW ±- "4, - 17
v.' 8 JGREMP D 'tEWT + £ENWT (1- 1,4 )
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INCOTIE DISTRIBUTI.ON BLOCK
RRIi - (CSS 2 * YNi -- 1'SS2 * YNi - PADTX * YNi - INDTSi - GAMA i*
(NONiTAX + CUSTD)) / ((Eli - ENNi) * DRi + UNSi))
i= 1, 2, 3.
Lognormal incoTrie distribution, witli given variance gives total
income darned in sector i by class c; then:
'.TJh!C = ,Cz SJIIC .
i= 1, 2, 3
PYi PY.-
* .0)6/UN.PERCENT
i -14, ... 17
Y?W W. / CL
u;Ti= RT / DR;*
L,oLnox2ral distri.b.t: c'n, .- i,l fiven variance, then:
UM .IC = zSC'GJ 
_~~1 _ . .._
EIV4 + 1lNs t;Si i l' CL
=; _ 1. 17
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Iosnricrnai di.stribult:Jon, then:
c *-;l .. 17, c 1, ...I
T I! -i' c ( - :ux1c) c 1 J I
IMP1o2! - -b2.'.jC (1 - T:- ) C 1, . . .
Ilc = .. 17INC (1 - c c 1, . . . .
Lvc = INC * -C=1, .... cL.
US.VS!,v UUDNll * if c c 1, ... 4.
liUW.SKT,i = UIlN.D:Il *- ~T5T N .1, ... c 1,.
us ~ ~ ~~~~~~SV+ ITh'SAVC + t7USk\1-1 0.
C1S - C. (.1) .4 I + Copi ~ CDPIUCTh (-1)
C,S C R - CCT
PCFS (RSB/PI4M) + ET * (P,E - 1)
(YMG )
TS HS + CS + CS + FS + ASPS
CSSS 1 - CS/GDPFC
COPE 1.3 7 * (ET/ET (-1))
DS HS + CS + GS + ASPS
PVSAV - GD';COR + CDSHSD + CDSADS (At 1975 price.
ASPS ASPS
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P.CCUC ?RDIIc (1- RS.c) = 1 ...
UW'CCIIc' UmDJiJc ( 1 .uW.sP.c) c,' . .. 4~.
IntTC,TSc= NWI.M'NC '1 - UTlh.S! c: C, 1 . ., t.
FCIJCc4i - iIi, c I.Cc c} 1 ... 14.
UNCNCc,i U= i,c * b,Cc:lc c, 1 . h4.
i, =1 ... 17..
LUNWCCc,i = Ml!i,c * 'U.'GCCIjc C 1 = i ... 14
is '= .... 17.
CPi = CI +C Cci + U;ClCCt.le,i+Upy-TC!'Cc,j.
C=l) .. 4
C =XCP. + :gCG;
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PLU"IJIC ?) :!C
iyt .,.n,ic 7ZDT-Zc + l'IYI1]Cc * UyCDT)TcDTr =(>- T.JWilC * .TUi)T?IC 4 UI'llllCc *f lThn'TDT?.c)
c. . 1, . ., 1414 Js,IC r 7l..tltC
INDT;X = ____ XNS -X 12NJX w^JD'i'
. 1,,17
UN?TAK = 2NONTAX (-1) * (1 + rnontax)
Cl;SIlD 1 ,vFSi * TRi
i _1, . .,,17
G =R iDT + IXDT + NCNA1,^X + cU.;ZTD + ADTX
CCT = nGT
CMi. = i. Si. * CGT i 1. 17
ADTX = ADTX
ASPS = ASPS
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PRICE BLOCK
PW)1. A iAINV1 UErNIIMi2 * TOTEM '* YN W * Ri
j=l ... .17 - YNli TOTI•'ffli'
+ (UNITN7'i + UNITWi - UNTTWi * TOTIEIIP * YN )
YNi TOTl TI'o
* IRC1 +(UNITIMi * IPIMi (MT/GD].FC)/(K'ro/GDPT'C o ))
* IEEXCII + UNITlTi ]INDT ]
JPLit= PYit / Plio j- 1, 17
I.wi =.i / ',Tio i - 1,. ..,17
3INIDT IIJ2UWI
ICUSTD =ICUSTD
.k,T, = i '' 1N5 ZCci
ROL~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~va 1 -jP 
i 1, . . , 1 7 Z , c i
iri,..,17 c=1,..
( PPDi , - -J "iii '.. )
7UUsCL U.2 j c-1 .i (PDi 3 's + T-:Piil * .T; 
i-1, 17 /
i C
UIThTCL - c) *- (pDiWi.' + I2II*:i W )
1 7
3. c
PXD = PXD
'-.,
lMD = 'i D
EXPR = PXD * Ei/ET (wlen 4zl E E T)
TIPR' =ZjPIID * M. (-.)/NMT(-4) (wlien 4 Mi m IT)
P1] = PXD
p M = l)
DFDEF 1 7(PDi * Fi)/&Fi
i-i
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,,, ,. . / r-9,,. .i'
'!,:: 0l14 + CGGi + 1Si. + \lEi + Li + lRti - 3i.
+ )- Ai jJ:m,j fu,r a.ll
i f M_ LM,U W l; = U
INtiZ'WZ. .,>xL J'i1TKi''';C~i j-,-'J XI± = 1,, .,17
, ,.,
1;('CL vccc *, :oq(i , { 1 , .* . ,17
liDi. = i.;uu3. : u:\ ;.'i~cP':i; i± 7 .. }1
-. v i37i - ¢.2 IU?IJ Oi = ,....,1
1.'SCI = -fi trvNTi i - 1, ... ,17
Tii - i-i 4 W
Ei + - Ft (when 4 lRs-R than 7r-ro) i = 1,... 17
1L.i r Lli w Wnen P2J less than zero) 1 = 1,... .17
E i NlA N TAP EXP O f E
ENi '1I lAR EXP of EN
i ]
'l'T C + 'I: + FT GDPFC
ELNP'.S = v2 B1
j=- ]
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DDA = Xi d- .Ei
i =1 i - i =1
DDMN = XNi + Mi Ei; i3
ga 11. l
DDMC = -I.4 M= -
i.= 4 i= 4 i= 4
i)DSS = XN +Mi i
i = 12 i = 12 i = 12
IMSA = £M1 (- 1)1= * DDA M
DDA(-1) i = 1
IMSMN = Mi * DDN -Mi (i =3)
DDMN (-1)
It
IMSMG = IMi
3 * DDMG -
DDMG(-1) 3
17
IMSS =i2 ( *DS- M
12 *DDSS 1.7M
DDSS(-1) 12
TIMS = 11'1SA + IMSNN + INSMG + IMSS
7d';Mj (-1) 7
HIMlSMG -- 4 __ * HDDMG - -Mi
IIDDMG(-1) 4
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CAP?VITAL ACCOUNTS BLOCIK
CURliAL NETDFI + NETPUB + NETOLT + NETCAP + SHTERRi
+ NFT:I:MF + CAPNEI + CHGRES
NETGAP Exogenous
EEXCH EEXCII(-1) * + c * IIIMSMG(-1) )
MT (-1)
IEECH = EEXCH/EEXCH (B)
RSB = (CURBAL + NETFSY +-NETTRN) * EEXCH (B)
IRL, - IRC
IPC - IPC
TTADJ = (EXPR/IP4R) - 1.0) * ET
XTI'ADJ = ET * TTADJ
NATIONAL INCOME AGGREGATES
RG = MT - ET
RA C + TI
GDS; = GDPFC-- C
NSS = TI - CURBAL * EEXCH/IMPR
FS, = CURBAL * EEXCH/IMPR
F'SY -= FSY
NNFS NNFS
DS ITX: - , (ATO&T + INTOLT + -AMITPUB + INTPUB + NETDII) *
EEXCH)/(E,T. * PEE *-12.065)
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NATIONAL ACCOUNTS - AT 1975 PRICES - BLOCK
DTT = DT * 1.582
INDTT - INDT * 1.582
CUSTDD = CUSTD * 1.582
OTX ADTX * 1.582
GRR = CR * 1.582
GSS = GRR - CGTC
NSPR = FSSS - CGNP
ETPR = ET/CGNP
GNS GDS + FSY
GNP GDPFC + FSY
GNY = GDY + FSY
NINCFC GDPVC - INDT - RIDT
CPTC = C - CGTC
CCTC CGT * 1.784
GDSCOR = GDS * Cs
DS
NS = TI - CUMBAI * EE.4,85 XCII; (IWIPR/2.071)0*
FSSS = Y(209) * EEXCH * (IMHPR/2.071)
ST IVY = NETTRN/(IlfPR/2.070) * EEXCII(75)
SNETF = NE'rFSY/(1MPR/2.070) * EEXCH (75)
S)XP"R / lPR -1 * Er
1.565 2.070
GDSIISD = GDS *
DS
GDSADS = GDS - GDSGOV - GUSCORl - GDSHSD
GDS CDPFC - C
C CD-'FC - ET - Tr + MST
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National Accts. contd:
TI T] * 1.644
RG MST -ET
XTTADS ET * TTADJ
ET = 1.565 * ET
CCGDI' GDPFC - TTADJ
TTADJ Ef * 1.565 + ciR) / 1MPR)
CV.T65) ~TO70/ 
CGNP -G.DPFC + CNSFSY + CNETPJN
CNSFSY . (NETFSY * .485)/(II4PR/2.07)
CNETRI; = (NETTRN * .485)/(Im'PR/2.07)
NATIONAL -ACCOUN-TSCITRRENT D1OLLARS
-DEXPRT - ET.PEE * 2.062
DMPRT = DEXPRT +- RSB * 2.06,
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I{/rTO ' LOCK
PSS = ASPS/(,DPFC
PADTX A DTX/GDPFC
CDPDEF = t PDi * YNi/GDPFC
i
SAVGAd3 = TS - DS
FPP = FPP
RUNPER - RU/FP * 100
IJUNPER = UU/(WP-FP * 100)
it~~~~(
EliMM (EImp., Mining and Manuf.) = Z.ENj + ENW
i=3 i=3
MSTPR = MST/CGNP
5DSPR = GDS/CGNP
TIPR = TI/CGNP
RGPR = RG/CGNP
STRAPR = STRAR/CGNP
SNETPR = SNETF/CGNP
STADPR = STADJ/CGNP
GDSGPR = GDSGOV/CGNP
GDSCPR GDSCOR/CGNP
GDSHPR = GDSIHSD/CGNP
GDSAPR = GDSADS/CGNP
B\ASI.C IDENTITIES N IR 1:ODUL
11-C .-- -.S DT (L.SUB) + INIDT + CUSTDUT + COR. TAX + Con. SA-T1hCr (I-^ D_7;?\.)
+ ......... .. (1)
GOSS CCT?U. = a. .x'j + H.C + GC. + I. + Z. - 4
C_ _. >' 'RoSS OUT?UT ax .X. HIC + G CC i + i I +
or HC-?* -.+ GC + I+ E - MI(2 
1zrC2 '''_. - (1) & 2)
,,S + GONST REV.\ (DT + INDT + CTJ1SMM'F + CORT.AXX + NONTAX) + CS =GC T I 'E -M\
or H, S T CS + T S = I + B - lk 
Or ES; 1 GS + CS + FS = I
or MZ - L -= I - S (;.e., rS T GS J, CS) .X. e.-. .... (3)
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"RiCL. 'REAL WHAGE ANjD pRODUC'1'2TY C...G S
A functional relationship between price3 wige and productivity
hss been expressed by the help of the following equation:
Pt ) [LoW * WI * { Pt/0t) / (EIP/0 + cr * rI *
(CaptjOt) / (CAPo/oo 1 J
when Pt- Sectoral price vector
A = coefficient iaitrix
L '.-I Labor percent of gross output and wage rate at the base year
WI = Wage rate index
FARlt /0t Employment component of output in period t
CAPT,/Ot - Capital use component of outpu+t
c Capital stock per unit of output
r = Rate of return on capital index
ri = Real rate of return of capital index
f t =1 and 3ase = 0 l/('y/ I=( / (EIP/0)
wh;en Ty prodactivi t,y and (1Py/00) * 100 is p.c. productivity- changt.;O
On the basis of the above formulation it is obvious thit:
i) If the index of wage changes is exactly the srpme as tLhe index of
productivity changes, then the change in price will be Zero,
provided that the non-wage income is unafjfected. Thzis is pos f)ib1c
if the increase in capital stock (through labor cap-itnal. cbsl itULt.iti)
Is completely balanc:ed by a decrease in the rate of return o,r capij_: )
or if the capital stock and the rate of return of capital remai.n unchanaed
and labor productivity is derived totally from technological improvemrents.
- ill -
L A:Ltern.3tiv-f&lj, if rer1 l wagre inzrea:;\es p)2's-,su with cehzsges ir.
pŽrodductiviJty, butt thfe rate of return- of ca-ital is Unchanged and
labor is partly replaced byr caita-l, then the prics level of
al sectors will increase.
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